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Can you believe it; we’re already 
on the 12th year of the 21st 
century! wow time, it seems, 

is literally flying by so fast.  If I’m 
not mistaken, an article in nat Geo 
stated that owing to the very strong 
earthquakes that a few countries 
have had in the past 2 years especial-
ly after the one in chile, the earth’s 
axis went off kilter and that’s why 
time is literally flying.  Hmmm, no 
wonder there are a lot of “techies in 
their 50s” who look like they’re only 
in their late 30s! 

Seriously though, take time 
out for a minute, look back and ask 
yourselves, what has changed? what 
latest advancements and/or devel-
opment has the new millennium 
brought so far for mankind? what 
can we expect this year?  

let’s see now...in terms of poli-
tics, not much it seems since the days 
when lord acton was a member of 
Parliament in the 19th century ‘cos 
absolute power (still) corrupts abso-
lutely.  the economic and agricul-
tural crisis has worsened owing to 
global warming. i think we’ve wit-
nessed this in the past 2 years when 
typhoons ondoy and Pedring dev-
astated our country and right before 
this past christmas when typhoon 
Sendong wrought her wrath in ca-
gayan de oro and iligan. there’s still 
no cure for cancer; pollution is worse 
than ever; bill Gates is still lording 
it over Microsoft; apple products 
are still expensive and worse of all; 
Steve Jobs, an icon himself, has left 
our world too fast, too soon.

what can the techie arena expect 
this 2012? well, the 2012 consumer 
electronics Show in las vegas will 
officially kick off the year and give 

the world a preview of the must-
have gadgets to look forward to like 
windows 8; more android phones 
like the Google nexus Prime by 
Samsung which runs on ice cream 
android; toshiba’s brand new 7.7mm 
thick at200 android 3.2 honey-
comb tablet that weighs just 558g. in 
comparison, apple’s iPad is 8.8 mm 
thick and weighs 613g. For gamers, 
Mass Effect 3 is worth the wait. Mass 
Effect 2 is generally regarded as the 
greatest rPG of this current gen-
eration, so it’s no surprise that the 
upcoming sequel is going to be hot 
news for 2012.  talk about counter-
Strike: Global Offensive. Counter-
Strike was the king of online gam-
ing for years. built as a mod of the 
original half life and built so well 
that the developers took notice the 
quick nature of the game made it 
the choice for nearly a decade when 
it came to what game people would 
set up for their lan parties (its rival 
for that honour being Starcraft). the 
main thing Global Offensive seems 
to bring is a visual overhaul, as well 

as control and game play tweaks 
to bring it in line the with current 
market of FPS games. last but not 
the least, we may also expect a bet-
ter version of Plants vs zombies…
brennnn! 

here in tPc, we have also 
grown by leaps and bound. our 
membership has reached nearly 
100,000 and still growing; more 
members are now contributing 
articles for the magazine and; our 
seminars and workshops are always 
fully booked. we have you all to 
thank for this. our success is your 
success!

we have moved on with our 
third issue with renewed passion 
and optimism. because after all, a 
positive attitude towards a better 
life is what the technology powered 
community of tipidpc.com has 
always adhered to. 

we hope you’ll enjoy read-
ing and upgrade your minds with 
another issue of our tipidPc.com 
magazine. a magazine made by you 
just for you.

MESSAGE from the Tipidpc core Team

the best is yet to come



To purchase an authentic 
Microsoft software  

please call (632) 586-1923 or 
0917-8462227.
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to be or not to be,  
that is the Quest: 

A glimpse of 
what makes 
DynaQuest tick

by Joey Ablaza aka middlehurt

It was a dog day afternoon on a 
surreal tuesday. From a long but 
casual walk coming from orti-

gas Mrt station passing through 
robinson’s and out the back to cross 
ortigas ave, i arrived at eton cy-
berPoD e-liFe (building 1), eDSa 
cor. ortigas ave, Q.c. 15 minutes 
early. it is where the ongoing tiPiD-
Pc techMarKet is located. this 
event emulates our online activities 
at tipidPc.com and incorporates 
other pertinent things we have en-
visioned for our technology pow-
ered community. techmarket 2011 
highlights daily trading and weekly 
community activities such as, group-
buys (remember the voltes v and 
X-men sales?); sub-group events; 
gaming; product demonstration; 
raffle; shop grand/clearance sales; 
testing center; Mini and Grand ebs; 
exhibits; free seminars and; so much 
more.  Simply put, think of tip-
idPC Techmarket 2011 as the offline 
equivalent of our site. 

i can’t help but notice the place 
littered with call center employees 
and applicants so i hanged around 
and observed for a while how call 
center peeps smoke themselves to 

death - especially the young women. 
i was thinking to myself, ano kaya 
lifespan ng mga ito? what’s caus-
ing them to smoke too much? totoo 
bang marami sa kanila may “fubus?” 
hehe… well anyway, i thought it 
should be another story for a future 
article. 

in any case, i saw our executive 
editor Prince aka the_great who told 
me my target for the interview is at 
a stall on the right. So we proceeded 
there and met the owners and staff 
of DynaQuest. 

now not only did i meet two 
new friends, but i got to see and 
touch the fabled limited edition 
asus dual GtX 580 Mars ii graph-
ics card - the highest performing 
single card on the market today. 
worth around 80k, it’s also the most 
expensive. (DynaQuest is just one 
of very few select shops selling this 
mean looking baby) in fact, it’s more 
expensive than all of my christmas 
wish list combined. only a few were 
built but hey, who needs to drive 

another lamborghini when you 
already molested a Ferrari, huh? i’ll 
just give you the link to an amazing 
review by this dude at youtube if 
you wanna know out more of this 
big baby: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=liaQD0aaMnk    

well back to the new friends. 
ever heard of Freddie Sy? yeah 

he’s Mr. DynaQuest personified 
- a mechanical engineering gradu-
ate of Mapua who always calls his 
wife and business partner, sweet. 
Suhweet, you think? eh paano, i 
found out later her name is actually 
Sweet Sy. tadaaah! the interview, or 
should i say, chitchat took place over 
lunch. So it was free lunch with two 
new friends. how cool is that? the 
christmas season can truly bring out 
the holiday spirit of giving! 

let’s carry on.
i focused my questions on Fred-

die since he was after all the man, 
and we all know that behind every 
man’s success is a Sweet woman. 
naks. hirit pa rin. hehe. although 

DynaQuest owner Freddie Sy poses beside the fabled limited edition Asus dual GTX 580 
Mars II graphics card - the highest performing single card on the market today. 
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kontento nako sa bogchi (burp…ah 
saraap). Sa uulitin?    

Freddie finished his elementary 
and high school at the Philippine 
Pasay chung hua academy and so 
did the love of his life, Sweet. they 
were married in 1996 and over the 
years, they had 3 adorable children 
namely; nicolle who’s the eldest at 
14 years old, 11 year old Janelle and 
their 9 year old bunsoy Kayllie. they 
are all his treasures; his family, all 
of whom has been his inspiration 
in venturing out into the thriving 
business of computers and the techie 
industry.      

Freddie was a self-motivated 

working student in Mapua as he 
took care of a family owned lumber 
business in 1987. now you know why 
it surely pays to know the tricks of 
the trade at an early age as Freddie 
worked his way up in the lumber 
business to eventually become a suc-
cessful entrepreneur in the booming 
arena of the techie trade business. 

Quite a diverse change of businesses; 
from lumber to the techie trade but 
for Mr. DynaQuest himself, it was 
“chicken” lang, “mani!” 

He opened his first shop in 1997 
called winmark which was located 
in Makati. riding on the trend of 
internet gaming cafes, Freddie then 
opened Arena Internet Café first in 
Dapitan in 2001.  he then opened 
another arena branch just in front 
of De la Salle university, this time 
in Manila. with the success of his 
lan shops owing to the addictive 
nature of counterstrike et al, he then 
decided to tackle another part of the 
Pc business and opened a computer 
repair shop called Dynacomp in 
2004 at e. rodriguez ave. that same 
year and up to this day, he opened 
and has been concentrating on Dy-
naquest Pc. with branches located at 
the following: 

Main Branch
address: 1067 P. noval Street, 
Sampaloc, Manila 
Store hours: Mon to Sat, 9aM to 
8PM / Sun, 10AM to 5PM

Eton Cyberpod Corinthian

Freddie Sy is quite 
an inspiration.  

His quiet demeanor 
and simplicity belies 
the genius of the 
trade industry.

Mr. DynaQuest Freddie Sy with his wife and business partner Sweet Sy.
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address: Digitalzone bldg. eDSa 
corner ortigas avenue
Store hours: Mon to Sun, 10aM 
to 7PM
Phone: (+632) 353-2014 
     (+632) 733-5552
Mobile: (+63) 929 654-0911 
      (+63) 922 936-1155
yahoo Messenger: dynaquestpc 
For more inquiries, you may 
email sales@dynaquestpc.com
From aMD processors, assorted 

casings, cPu packages, headsets, 
laptops,   sleek tables and chairs 
to night vision webcams, razer 
Gaming Mouse, X-Mini Speakers to 
your dream bang for buck gadgets 
and gizmos in your zzzzzzs, Dyna-
Quest can provide them all to you at 
the most reasonable prices with top 
convenient service led by yatoots 
Daffon, Griggy Caguioa and Mark 
lester halili.

Freddy Sy is quite an inspiration. 
his quiet demeanor and simplicity 
belies the genius of the trade indus-
try. Many have opened the same 
business as Freddy and Sweet but a 
lot more have closed shop in recent 
years. the competitive prices for one 
doesn’t leave much room for profit; 
then of course you have to consider 
their shops’ overheads – siyet, iniisip 
ko palang yung bills nila sa kuryente 
sumakit na yung ulo ko!  So what 
kind of edge does DynaQuest Pc 
have over their competitors?

i reckon it isn’t so much the great 
service or the friendly and help-
ful staff although those are added 
bonuses for their businesses.  i’d 
say it has a lot to do with the owner 
himself and how he inspires and 
treat his employees. i mean although 
he was a man of few words during 
our interview, how many would 
actually have his wife come up to 
me and remind me to make sure that 
i mention their employees in this 
article!  You gotta give credit where 

credit is due, man and Freddy Sy 
has done exactly that with excellent 
assist from his lovely wife, Sweet.  
Aside from mentioning their staff, 
they also wanted me to ah heck mga 
repapeeps, basahin nyo nalang yung 
susunod na paragraph. you’ll get my 
drift about the man & his wife and 
how humble they are.

DynaQuest Pc wishes to thank 
tipidPc, inc. as it has given their 
business the much needed boost and 
credibility. Some of their best friends 
are renier aka autoprimephilippines, 
team Deepcool Pilipinas, rod bier 

aka cham_e_lyon, Paul neri aka nerd-
herd and nix carreon aka nyx27.   

as i headed home still hav-
ing lucid dreams of installing that 
humongous (in size and price) Mars 
ii graphics card in my rig, i said 
to myself, “ano kaya bilhin ko yun 
as a christmas present for me?” i 
was about to turn back to make the 
purchase but i guess it will just be a 
dream after all. because reality could 
be ruthless as it dictated otherwise. 
Kasi dahil sa sobrang panaginip 
habang gising, nadukutan tuloy ako. 
… Kaboom!

Freddie Sy with Yatoots Daffon. From Amd processors, PC packages, headsets, laptops, to 
Night vision webcams, RaZER Gaming Mouse and your dream bang for buck gadgets and 
gizmos, check them out at DynaQuest. 
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when we ask people why they 
love the internet, oftentimes we’ll 
get the same cliché answer like, “the 
internet is full of useful information 
that benefits and uplifts the qual-
ity of life for mankind.” they’ll talk 
about how they could easily search 
for info they need for their work; 
their business; their schoolwork; 
etc.  however, deep in our hearts 
we know that this is only half the 
reason why we love the net. the 
other half of course belong to that 
useless, mind-numbing stuff that we 
discover on the net that makes us go 
roFlMao and be entertained. 

these phenomena are more 
commonly known as internet 
MeMes. the term ‘meme’ is used for 
transmitting idea and belief informa-
tion through the world wide web 
(lalim no’?). Pero teka, ano nga ba 
talaga ang MeMes? well, in essence, 
an internet MeMe is simply an idea 
specific to the Internet that caught 
fire through word-of-mouth and 
grew rapidly into a fad or a sensa-
tion. you might have heard of all 
if not most of the things that we’ll 
be discussing here and; although 
these things are not new, we feel that 
these are still worth the space even if 
they’re just for entertainment value. 
let’s count ‘em down:

1. All your base are belong to us 
(AYBABTU)

no self-confessed geek would 
ever claim that they never heard 
about this very infamous quote. the 
quote from the game “zero wing” 
has evolved, becoming one of the 
most used quotes in forums in the 

history of the net. who the hell 
didn’t chuckle, or cringe (for uberly 
obsessive grammartards) the first 
time they saw this phrase used.

2. Rickrolling
Don’t you just hate it when you 

clicked on a link which is suppose 
show you a hot video of cristine 
reyes only to be greeted by that 
oh-so-nasty “never gonna give you 
up..” tune. well tough luck buddy, 
you’ve just been ‘rickrolled’. this 
prank never fails to lift the spirit of 
its victims (especially roderick Paul-
ate).

3. Leroy Jenkins
“leeeeeroooyyyy MM-

MMJennnnnnKinSSSSS” this 
epic battle cry would forever be 
etched into the halls of wow (world 
of warcraft) as its most famous 
advocate. if you haven’t seen this 
video of a wow party with all its 
perfect plans and strategy only to be 
thwarted by one man, just search for 
the legend’s name in youtube and 
see it’s awesomeness.

4. Pedobear
the more popular brother of 

Safety bear, Pedobear is here to warn 
everyone about child Pornography. 
although a pedophile himself (not 
proven though), Pedobear is a sign 
of an impending post or image that 
some might classify as distorted, 
perverted and taboo. heed the 
warning or suffer the consequences.

5. INTERNATIONAL CAPS 
LOCK DAY

international caps lock day was 
one of the april Fools prank sported 
by the Pirate bay where everything 
in their site are written in ALL 
caPS. every post, every existing 
word in the site is literally converted 
to uPPer caSeS. 

now while we’re at it, why don’t 
we throw in a couple of tPc’s own 
internet MeMes?

1. Why Miguel Band So Long 

(WMBSL)
every thread starter in tPc 

would remember wMbSl. heck it 
even has its own multiply site. what 
seemed like an ordinary thread be-
came one of the better known threads 
ever created. wherever you are 
Miguel, you definitely have etched a 
mark into every tPc member’s heart. 

2. Bibo_03
bibo_03 could be tPc’s equiva-

lent of waldo. various pics of this 
particular member in various places 
were created by the members. aside 
from which, a thread spawned from 
a supposed gf of his who actually 
confessed her love for him. alam 
nyo naman ang love threads sa tPc 
ang pinakamabentang thread!

3. Tamahome
this dude is infamous for 

creating a thread asking for advices 
about his love life. the thread was so 
active that he was getting so many 
replies in a matter of seconds. Until 
the bubble burst and everyone found 
out it was one big kwentong barbero. 
ikaw na nakauto ng libo-libong 
members kung di ka pa sumikat 
hehe…

4. Manananggal caught on Cam
this thread has been the “it” 

thread for some months referring to a 
supposed “real” picture of a manan-
anggal caught on camera. Sa dami 
naman ng dadayain manananggal 
pa kasi. hundreds of mock-up pics 
of the thread spawned and literally 
became the humor thread of the site. 

these are just some of the things 
that have entertained us all through-
out our time in cyber space; those 
random things that would make you 
lol and forget about your worries. 
though some may think of them 
as asinine and meaningless, no one 
can deny that they have made a dent 
in cyberspace. nakatatak sa puso’t 
isipan sabi nga nila, at hindi mo 
malilimutan. 

Weird Internet 
Phenomena

by Christian  
     Maningding 
     aka Xtian



showme
yourrig

<?php

function how_awesome_is($your_rig) {

  $chuck = for_great_justice();
  $epeen = T_FAIL;

  if ($chuck->likes($your_rig) == true) {
    return T_IMMORTALIZED;
  } else {
    $chuck->roundhouse_kick($your_rig);
    $chuck->pushups();
  }
  
  return $epeen;
}

?>
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a 3rd year 2nd Sem Student from Sti 
college caloocan taking up bachelor of 
Science in information technology and 
a graduate of association in computer 
Technology. I came from the Unified 
help Me build my rig thread, and 

from their i have gain a lot of knowledge and started out 
helping other people in the community as well and its a 
joy for me when i see them happy with their rig.

i am currently a part of team Deepcool Pilipinas and 
hMbr tambays a group of people who regularly help 
people choose the parts they need and what they want 
for their computer rig. 

COMPUTER SPECIfICATIONS:
Processor:  intel core i5 2500K
Motherboard:  aSrock P67 Fatality Performance
Rams: G.Skill ripJawsX 1600 cl8 4Gb
HDD:  western Digital  caviar blue 500Gb
PSU: Seasonic S12 ii 620w
GPU: MSI N560G TX-TI Twin Frzr II/OC
Case:  corsair carbider 400r

Modifications:
• OC HDD bay Cover, HDD to Radiator Front Mount 

mod with radiator Plates, Side Panel Mod
cooling System
• XSPC Pump/Res Combo 720 liters per Minute
• XSPC RS240 RAdiator x2
• XSPC cPu block
• XSPC GPU Block
• Tygoon Clear Hose
• Thermochill Fittings x10
• Silver Kill Coil

Codename: Black wolf
by Acewin orpilla aka aceorpilla
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i’m a tPc member since october 19 2010; a bS computer 
Science graduate from Sti-tarlac city.

I got interested in PC modification and assembly 
when my first PC broke down. At First all I wanted was 
the case interior painted black coz i saw a case with all 
black interiors looked cool. then i stumbled upon united 
Modder’s thread and saw other Modder’s works. and af-
ter asking for opinions and advices on the said thread, by 
March 2011, with a muscle car theme in mind, i started my 
4 month on - off long project with an old rusty beige case 
given to me by my brother in-law, and  named it lucille.

COMPUTER SPECS:
Processor:  aMD athlon ii X2 245 regor 2.9ghz
Motherboard: aSrocK n68c- s ucc
Rams: Gskill 2x2gb ripjaws x 1333mhz
GPU: Sapphire radeon hD 6870
Storage: 500 Gb Seagate hDD
PSU: Silverstone 600w Strider Full Modular
Cooler: Deepcool ice blade Pro 
Aux fans: 2x 120mm and 80mm Deepcool windblade  
Case: Generic P4 case (dunno what brand)

Modifications:
• Cut side panel for transparent black acrylic window 

and air vents and added mesh .cut top panel vents 
and added mesh. added small acrylic plastic accents 
on font panel

• I’ve also made a small side panel hood scoop with 
80mm fan intake, cut bottom case and front to fit 
120mm fan.

• Cable management for better ventilation.
• Painted Whole exterior and interior case with gloss 

Black and Silver paint and clear topcoat. And flat 
black and flat clear acrylic for matte finish for some 
parts of the front panel.

Project Lucille
by Ferdinand P. Burgos aka  anarchos
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this mod project is built to compete 
on cooler Master casemod showdown 
2011 held at SM north edsa cyberzone, 
the Project is done in a blood rush 
manner in 2weeks time night and day 
project come to squeeze some juice on a 

rusted centurion 5 to neat stealth theme. in 2 weeks time 
i’ve tried to give the case a full case mod, the case is actu-
ally a mid tower case converted to fit an ITX board with 
black and red combination to match the internals and put 
some highlights. i don’t have any idea in mind that this 
will be the outcome gladly late ideas graces me to give this 
project a perfect theme for itself and also with the help of 
my uMP family kharr, zer09, redburn, bluepuz, acideyez, 
kitaswandi, rastaman69 and renzdg. also thanks to our 
good friends from rignoobies camshow for the case 
and tantric for brilliant ideas. without these people we 
couldn’t bring home the bacon J

Case: cooler MaSter centurion 5
Theme: Stealth

COMPUTER SPECS:
Board: Zotac g43-itx wifi
Proc: intel e7500
Mem: Patriot viper 1x2gb ddr2 800mhz 4-4-4-12
Video Card: Power color 5870 1gb
Hard disk: western Digital caviar blue 1terabyte
Cooler/s: cooler Master v6 Gt, cooler Master Fan (led 

mod to amber), Silverstone Golf ball fan
Power supply: corsair hX620

C5 stealth
Modder: Angelo L. Bonilla aka Bigluo
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HARDWARE REvIEW

INTRODUCTION
“Pwede po bang iGP (integrated 
Graphics Processor) ang gamitin ko 
para sa gaming? (can i use iGP for 
gaming?)” 

i remember that question being 
asked by newbies who wanted to 
build a gaming Pc but were on a 
tight “tipid” budget. those new-
bies will always get a big no for an 
answer. back in 2009, it was common 
knowledge that iGPs are not meant 
for playing the latest games. even at 
1024 x 768, you cannot run the latest 
games with high details. they are 
just good for those who are building 
Pcs with no gaming in mind.

then in June 2011, aMD intro-
duced the llano aPu. aPu stands 
for accelerated Processing unit. 
basically, it’s a cPu and iGP in one 
chip. before, iGPs were embedded on 
the motherboard. intel abandoned 
that approach when they released 

the first generation Core i3 CPUs 
(lGa 1156) in January 2010. with 
llano, it’s now possible to do gaming 
using the iGP on 1280 x 720 resolu-
tions with medium to high detail 
depending on the game you will be 
playing. now, let’s move on with 
performance tests.

TEST SYSTEM
For this test, i will be using the 

AMD Llano
Changing the Way 
We Perceive Integrated Graphics

by Nylmar Garcia aka nrg500

Intel aMD
Core i3 530 @ 3.67 GHz

Power Color Radeon HD 5850 1GB PCS+
MSI H55-GD65

G.Skill Ripjaws x 8GB DDR3 @ 1333 CL7
Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 1TB SATA

CPU
GPU
Mainboard
Memory
Hard Drive

PSU
Optical Drive

Cooler
Case

A8-3850 @ 2.9 GHz

ASRock A75 Prod4-M
G.Skill Ripjaws x 8GB DDR3 @ 1333 CL9

Samsung SH-S223L
Corsair HX620

Thermaltake Frio
Antec 300

a8-3850 which has a stock speed of 
2.9 Ghz. i was not able to acquire a 
core i3 2100 3.1 Ghz so i will just be 
using a core i3 530 running at 3.67 
Ghz.

 For the DDr3 scaling tests, here 
are the timings used on the aMD 
platform

DDr3 1333 Mhz @ 9-9-9-24• 
DDr3 1600 Mhz @ 9-10-9-28• 
DDr3 1866 Mhz @ 9-10-9-28• 
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 TEST METHODOLOGY
here are the applications i used 

for cPu performance testing. all 
results shown are average of 3 runs.

CineBench R11 (64-bit)
7-zip v9.20 (64-bit)
POV Ray v3.7 beta
HandBrake v0.9.5
this is the list of games i used 

for testing discrete GPu perfor-
mance. The graphic detail settings 
are also indicated. Games are run at 
1920 x 1080

Alien VS Predator - DX11 / High 
Detail / Tessellation enabled / Ambient 
Occlusion enabled / Advanced Shadows 
enabled / AA disabled / 16x AF

Resident Evil 5 - DX10 / High 
Detail / 4x AA

Street Fighter IV - Highest Detail 
/ 4x AA / 8x AF

Battlefield: Bad Company 2 - 
DX11 / High Detail / Ambient Occlusin 
enabled / 4x AA / 8x AF

DiRT 3 - DX11 / Ultra Detail 
preset / 4x AA

For gaming using the iGP of a8-
3850, here are the games i used with 
their corresponding graphic detail 
settings. Games are run at 1280 x 720

Alien VS Predator - DX11 / 
Medium Detail / Tessellation disabled / 
Ambient Occlusion disabled / Advanced 
Shadows disabled / AA disabled / AF 
disabled

Resident Evil 5 - DX10 / High 
Detail / AA disabled

Street Fighter IV - Highest Detail 
/ 4x AA / no AF

Battlefield: Bad Company 
2 - DX11 / Medium Detail / Ambient 
Occlusion disabled / AA disabled / AF 
disabled

DiRT 3 - DX11 / High Detail preset 
/ 2x AA

Mafia II - Medium Detail /  AA 
disabled / Ambient Occlusion disabled

all the results are the average 
of 3 runs. V-sync was turned off in 
games. Stand-alone benchmark tools 
were used for alien vS Predator, 
resident evil 5, and Street Fighter 
iv. these can be downloaded at 
www.techpowerup.com or at www.
guru3d.com.

CPU PERFORMaNCE TEST

 in this synthetic 3D rendering benchmark, a8-3850’s 4 cores outdoes 
core i3’s 2 cores with hyper threading

CineBench11

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00

3.50

3.06Core i3 530

A8-3850

Points - higher is better

CineBench11

0 30 60 90 120 150

117

133Core i3 530

A8-3850

Time (seconds) - lower is better

HandBrake v0.9.5 - WMV to MP4

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

34

37Core i3 530

A8-3850

Time (seconds) - lower is better

in this video encoding test, a wmv format video is converted to mp4 
format. The source file’s size is 42.8 MB and it has a resolution of 432 x 240. 
we can see here that core i3 530’s hyper threading is not enough to outdo 
A8-3850’s 4 cores. While the difference is only 3 seconds, A8-3850 cut the 
encoding time by approximately 8%. This 8% difference will become much 
more evident when you encode larger videos.
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Pov ray is a ray-tracing pro-
gram with a built-in benchmarking 
tool. again, we see here that 4 cores 
are still better than 2 cores with 
hyper threading. a8-3850 is 21.32% 
faster compared to core i3 530 @ 3.67 
Ghz

Lastly, we use 7-zip. It is a file 
compression tool that can use more 
than 2 cores. here, a8-3850 only has 
a slight advantage over the core i3 
530.

GaMING WITH a DISCRETE GPU
For this section, i will be using 

a Power color radeon hD 5850 1Gb 
PcS+. radeon hD 5850 was released 
last September 2009 but it is still a 
very capable GPu and it is in the 
same performance level with radeon 
hD 6870.

POV Ray v3.7

0 100 200 300 400 500

369

469Core i3 530

A8-3850

Time (seconds) - lower is better

7-zip v9.20

0 5000 10000 15000

9272

10746
Core i3 530

A8-3850

MIPS - higher is better

11700

10261

Decompression

Compression

now, let’s move onto the performance results:

Resident Evil5 - DX10 - 1920 x 1080 - High

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

100

103Core i3 530

A8-3850

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better

i used a stand-
alone benchmarking 
tool for resident evil 
5 and Street Fighter 
iv. these can be 
downloaded for free 
at www.techpow-
erup.com or at www.
guru3d.com. we can 
see that the a8-3850 
@ 2.9 Ghz has an 
almost identical per-
formance with core 
i3 530 @ 3.67 Ghz.

Street Fighter IV - 1920 x 1080 - High

0 20 40 60 80 100 140

125

125Core i3 530

A8-3850

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better

120
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the same scenario can be seen 
with Battlefield: Bad Company 2 and 
Alien VS Predator. In Battlefield: Bad 
company 2, a 120-second bench-
mark was done by using FraPS. 
I used the boat scene in the first 
mission in the game. the benchmark 
was started as soon as one of the 
soldiers talked and i didn’t move 
the mouse during the benchmark. 
a stand-alone benchmark tool for 
alien vS Predator (avP) was used. 
the avP benchmark tool only gives 
the average frame rate that’s why 
i used FraPS to do a 100-second 
benchmark. the FraPS timed 
benchmark was started as soon as 
the scene began.

in Dirt 3, i used the in-game 
benchmarking tool. Performance 
is identical on both platforms. it 
changes when i run Pov ray in the 
background. the intel platform had a 
9.43% reduction and a 17.78% reduc-
tion in average frame rate and in mini-
mum frame rate, respectively. no lags 
were observed on the intel platform.

GaMING USING THE IGP
now, let’s see how good the iGP 

is. here is a GPu-z screenshot of 
radeon hD 6550D:

 in the screenshot, i used a G. 
Skill ripjaws X 4Gbx2 DDr3 1866. 

Bad Company 2 - DX11 - 1920 x 1080 - High

0 20 40 60 80

69

57Core i3 530

A8-3850

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better

69

56
Min
Avg

avP - DX11 - 1920 x 1080 - High

0 20 30 50 60

53

31Core i3 530

A8-3850

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better

53

32
Min
Avg

10 40

Dirt3 - DX11 - 1920 x 1080 - Ultra Preset

0 20 30 50 60

53

45Core i3 530

A8-3850

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better

53

45
Min
Avg

10 40

Dirt3 with POV Ray in background

0 20 30 50 60

48

37Core i3 530

A8-3850

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better

53

45
Min
Avg

10 40

the iGP will use the system raM 
for its memory that’s why you’ll see 
933 Mhz. if you use a DDr3 1600 
memory, the memory clock of the 
iGP will be 800 Mhz.

here are the results:

Dirt3 - DX11 - 1280 x 720 - High Preset
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40

40
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33

33

DDR3 1333

DDR3 1600

DDR3 1866

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better
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10 40

avP - DX11 - 1280 x 720 - Medium Preset
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DDR3 1333
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Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better
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10 40

Resident Evil5 - DX10 - 1280 x 720 - High
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DDR3 1333
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Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better
10 40 60 70

Street FighterIV - 1280 x 720 - High
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Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better
10 40 60

Bad Company 2 (boat) - DX11 - 1280 x 720 - Medium
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DDR3 1600
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Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better
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Bad Company 2 (jeep) - DX11 - 1280 x 720 - Medium
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35DDR3 1333

DDR3 1600

DDR3 1866

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better
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54
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For the IGP testing on Battle-
field: Bad Company 2, I used the 
same boat scene but i added another 
benchmark. this time, it is part of 
the first mission where you ride on 
a jeep with a mounted gun. i used 
FraPS and started a 60-second 
benchmark as soon as the jeep start-
ed moving.  During the ride, there 
were explosions and flying debris 
which i think would depict actual 
game play. like with the boat scene, 
i also didn’t move the mouse during 
the benchmark.

the same test methodology 
was used for iGP performance tests 
except that games are now run at 
1280 x 720. i tried 1920 x 1080 with 
medium detail but the frame rates 
were below 30 fps (frames per sec-
ond). why 1280 x 720 and not 1024 x 
768? PS3 games and Xbox 360 games 
are mostly running at 1280 x 720 
but believe me, the Pc version of a 
multi-platform game running at 1280 
x 720 with medium detail still looks 
better. I tried it with Mafia II, the PC 
version still looked better than the 
PS3 version even if both are running 
at 1280 x 720.

we can see that the llano aPu 
really benefits from a fast memory. 
DDr3 1866 gives the best perfor-
mance. overall, i had a smooth 
gaming experience on recent and 
current games. i was even able to 
run Dirt 3 with high detail and 2x 
AA. In actual game play in Battle-
field: Bad Company 2 though, the 
frame rate dropped below 30 fps in 

areas where there were simultane-
ous big explosions and thick smoke 
effects. I’ve had the same experience 
in Mafia II. The frame rate dropped 
below 30 fps in areas where there 
were flames and thick smoke. In 
normal gun fights where there are 
wood and concrete debris flying 
around, the frame rate was around 
35 fps. i also tried Dead Space 2 and 
it is very playable at 1280 x 720 with 
high detail. Even Mass Effect 2 was 
also very playable at 1280 x 720 with 
high detail.

POWER DRaW
all the power measurements 

are for the total system using an iGP 
only

AMD A8-3850 2.9 GHz
ASRock A75 Pro4-M
4GBx2 DDR3 1866
1TB HDD
1 DVD drive
5 units of 120mm fan

Idle: 67 watts
HD Movie Playback: 75 watts
DiRT 3: 140 watts
Linpack: 167 watts

now, let’s see how much it will 
cost you to run this kind of system. 
assuming you play 4 hours a day in 
one month

Energy = 140 watts x 4 hours x 30 
= 16,800 watt-hours = 16.8 kwh
assuming the rate is Php 11 per kwh

cost = 16.8 x 11 = Php 184.80
not bad but i expected a lower 

power draw for this 32-nm aPu. My 
Sony PS3 Slim 120Gb draws around 
100 watts when running games. The 
Sony PS3 Slim 120Gb uses a 40-nm 
cPu and a 65-nm GPu.

FINaL WORDS
having an iGP that can run 

current games at 1280 x 720 with 
medium detail using an iGP is a big 
step forward for aMD. they have 
a product that accomplished some-
thing which has never been done by 
their competitors. i believe that aMD 
is in the right direction with their 
aPus. although the current aPu has 
an impressive iGP gaming perfor-
mance, the cPu performance needs 
improvement. also, aMD needs to 
work in improving the power draw 
of its aPu. other than that, a8-3850 
is a good product. this is perfect 
for gamers with a tight budget who 
wants to build a Pc capable of run-
ning current games. if ever a discrete 
GPu will be used in the future, the 
a8-3850 can handle mid-range GPus 
like radeon hD 5850.

So, how long will llano’s iGP 
last on gaming? i cannot tell for sure 
but based on my tests, i think it will 
still be good for games that will 
be released in 2012. aMD expects 
trinity, the successor of llano, to be 
released in early 2012. Just last octo-
ber 2011, a leaked presentation slide 
about trinity was circulated on the 
web. according to the slides which 
looked like they came from aMD, 
trinity is expected to have up to 20% 
cPu performance improvement and 
30% iGP performance improvement 
compared to llano. if this informa-
tion is true, we can expect trinity to 
run new DX11 games in 2012 at 1280 
x 720 with high detail. i believe that 
aMD is in the right direction with 
their aPus. 

Mafia II - 1280 x 720 - Medium

0 20 30

38

40

DDR3 1600

DDR3 1866

Frame rate (frames per second) - higher is better
10 40 50

AMD is in the 
right direction... 

A8-3850 is a good 
product... perfect for 
gamers with a tight 
budget
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the iPod touch 
is My Most Favorite Gadget 

by Elizabeth D. Villanueva 
     aka aprilnine1983

after seeing the late Steve Jobs pro-
mote the 1st gen iPod touch back in 
September 2007, i thought to myself: 
“i have to have that.” thanks to a 
very trustworthy tipidPc seller, i 
was finally able to buy mine in 2008! 
after the online transaction was 
made, i was so excited and couldn’t 
wait for my iPoD touch to be de-
livered. i kept checking the courier 

company’s website every few 
hours to keep track of my 
item. When it finally ar-
rived, I pretty much never 

took my hands off it, not 
even when i had to pee – kid-

ding! J
You know, I gotta admit, the 

iPod touch is really (with feelings 
ang basa sa “really” please! lol!) a 
good example of a robust and very 
reliable gadget. now it’s not mainly 

First female TPC member  
to contribute an article!

Elizabeth D. Villanueva 
is a full time mom; 
part time bum; a web 
content writer and 
frustrated musician.  
We’re thrilled to have 
a female member of 

TPC take that leap of faith in herself 
and contribute – gleng gleng naman, 
Betchay!... este aprilnine1983 pala!!! 
Here’s hoping that after Elizabeth, 
more of our female members will also 
submit their stories. We look forward 
to that!

EDITOR’S NOTE:
To Steve Jobs, may the universe  

be your touch screen!

about the brand; it’s about the qual-
ity as well, promise! (editor’s note: 
ows? hindi daw!! hehe :D) aside 
from the useful default apps like 
Mail, which you can set for multiple 
email accounts, the free apps are just 
awesome. Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, 
Skype, yahoo Messenger, and the 
fun filled free games are an added 
bonus.

after almost 4 years, my 1st gen 
iPod Touch is still alive, albeit a little 
worse for wear cos it’s now suffer-
ing a defective home button. The 
battery still lasts more than a day 
when playing games, browsing, and 
listening to music. in october 2011, 
i bought a new 4th gen iPod touch. 
i must say that the thinner and 
lighter device is really impressive. 
Since i prefer to use my cell phone 
for calls and text messaging, the 4th 
gen iPod touch and the dual camera 
have made blogging and connecting 
via social networks more fun and 
interesting. the built-in speaker also 
gives me the excitement whenever i 
receive new alerts for emails, calen-
dar reminders, and social network 
site updates. among the best free 
and paid apps that i have enjoyed 
using thus far are: instagram, viber 
(free text messaging and calls via 
wiFi – who wouldn’t love that es-
pecially when you run out of load, 
right?), angry birds, cut the rope, 
Fruit ninja, Stanza, ibooks, and 
many more addicting games and 
apps. (ed’s note: uyyyy, lokah di ka 
nagpi Pvz? hehe peace sistah! ;D)

nowadays, my 1st gen iPod 
touch merely serves as an ebook 
reader while my 4th gen iPod touch 
is where my MP3 playlists are 
loaded. with the ever growing num-
ber of apps available for this device, 
my heart is full of gratitude to the 
late, great Steve Jobs for changing 
the way people enjoy their music on 
the go!
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testing and overclocking  
the MsI’s GD65 8D

by Ronaldo Bejarin 
    aka bartman1973

this is a quick glimps of what the 
MSi GD65 8D can unleash, provided 
with a stable bios update and ample 
cooling. it is now time to show what 
the capabilities of this board have. i 
tried using the well known bench-
marks which other overclockers also 
use and will also test the memory 
handling of the board.

SPI 1M  (Stock vs Overclocked)

Same white and black color 
coding for the SATA 6GB/s or 
3GB/s connections.

Simple yet still effective heat-
sink design for the DrMOS II 
chips & VRMs.

Direct OC - + buttons for increas-
ing the bclock on the fly, the 
Power and OC Genie Buttons.

Nice clean layout with Solid 
Capacitors, Hi-C Caps and SFC 
Chokes around the CPU socket.  
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SPI 32M  (Stock vs Overclocked)

3D Mark 06  (Stock vs Overclocked)

3D Mark Vantage  (Stock vs Overclocked)



3D Mark 11  (Stock vs Overclocked)

Cinebench  (Stock vs Overclocked)

aida 64 Memory Read  (Stock vs Overclocked)
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aida 64 Memory Write (Stock vs Overclocked)

aida 64 Memory Copy (Stock vs Overclocked)

CPU Z Validation  -  tried play-
ing with the raM and it was able to 
do 2260 even just running on stock 
voltage.  it is running at cas 11 with 
that speed but with Sandy bridge - e, 
RAM speed matters and CAS is just 
secondary. but of course, high speed 
ram with tight timings will give you 
better results . I will be playing more 
with the timings of the ram and will 
post the update soon.

 
Overall Summary and Conclusion

i have encountered  some minor 
issues during overclocking with the 
stock bioS that came with the board. 
luckily i was able to get one of the beta 
BIOS which is the 1.32B. After flashing 

to the latest beta bioS, i was surprised 
with what this board has to offer! The 
3930K chip which i was able to borrow 
clocked at 4.8Ghz. It was able to finish 
all the benchmarks that i ran without 
encountering any problems.

the vrM section is a bit hot but 

touchable with bare hands. My rec-
ommendation is if you are going to 
use this  for benchmarking or will be 
running at 24 x 7 overclocked, then 
better add a small fan to ensure that 
the system will not encounter heat 
issues in the vrM section.

Memory handling of  the board 
is also very good. My Gskill ripjaws 
z 2133 Mhz was able to do 2260Mhz 
without even raising a single volt in the 
default value of 1.65v. well this can be a 
combination of both the board and the 
ram. the ram was able to handle that 
speed at stock voltage while the board 
was  able to deliver what is expected.

overall this is a rock solid board 
from MSi with a lot of feature added. 
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when i looked at Gigabyte’s X79 line-up, 
i saw that this uD3 will be some sort of their 
entry level board targeting the people who 
want to use the latest offering from Intel. It got 
me curious and luckily, i was given a chance to 
try and play with it. 

upon opening the box, i saw a visually 
appealing board. the color combination done 
by Gigabyte on this board is really cool. it’s 
almost a Pure black motherboard which i 
know most people will love. Most computer 
chassis nowadays 
usually come with 
a clear side panel 
and this board will 
surely get some 
attention if you put 
this in one of those 
chassis.

Gigabyte X79-UD3 – 
Your Affordable 

X79 Motherboard

by Ronaldo Bejarin 
    aka bartman1973

This board is part of the Ultra durable family from Giga-
byte. You can see that all the capacitors used are the solid 
capacitors which offers a longer life span compared to the 
ordinary capacitors being used in other boards.

Gigabyte wants to ensure that people will not have any 
issues with their BIOS. Guess what? Even with just a UD3, 
they provided dual bios as well. This is for the end user’s 
peace of mind. If ever the main BIOS gets corrupted, the 
backup bios will kick in to flash the main BIOS. 

This board comes with 
Intel gigabit network 
controller which in my 
opinion is better. The 
board also comes with 
a built-in sound using 
Realtek ALC898. This re-
altek chip supports up to 
7.1 channel output and 
capable of playing Blu-
ray as long as you have 
the correct codec.

The rear I/O of the board. As I said earlier there are 
8 USB 2.0 given. There are 2 USB 3.0 available in 
the back, again with the help of the Fresco chip. 
The 2 blue connectors at the bottom of those 
USB 2.0 connectors are actually for eSATA. This is 
with the help again of a Marvell chip. The board 
comes with a ps2 port in which you can connect 
your keyboard or mouse. On the audio side, the 
board as I said supports 7.1 channel and an opti-
cal out and coaxial SPDIF are also present.

The board supports the Quad 
channel RAM configuration. 2 RAM 
slots are placed on each side of the 
socket to enable the quad channel 
configuration.

The VRM’s are cooled by 
the heatsink and the design 
done was enough to dissi-
pate the heat generated.
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There are 4 USB3.0 being offered by this board. 2 are lo-
cated at the rear I/O while the 2 are supposedly for your 
front panel. Fresco chip is the one providing the USB 3.0 
connectivity. A header was provided by Gigabyte for you 
to hook up the USB 3.0 from the chassis to the mother-
board. Unfortunately this board doesn’t come with the 
3.5 bay USB 3.0 header like what is included in its big 
brother UD7.  So if your chassis doesn’t have USB 3.0, bet-
ter check online or at retail stores. I’m sure you can buy 
the UBS 3.0 which you can attach in the 3.5 bay.

The CPU socket is pretty 
big. This board will support 
Sandy Bridge E which has a 
2011 pin count. You will also 
need to follow the guide in 
securing the processor as 2 
retention locks are needed 
to ensure the CPU is prop-
erly in place.

The PCH (Platform Control-
ler Hub) was under this heat-
sink which I think is large 
enough to keep it running 
under good temperature on 
daily use.

Four PCIe x16 slots are also present in the board. But I 
think the usable slots will only be 3 if you plan to use the 
headers beneath the lsat PCIe x16 slot. There are also 
2 PCIe x1 which you can probably use if you are using 
single video card and planning to put maybe a pciex1 
TV tuner. There is also one PCI slot present in the board 
and if you still have those legacy cards or maybe a POST 
card (if you want to see what’s happening in your sys-
tem during boot) can be attached to this board.

The board comes with 10 
SATA ports. The 2 white ones 
are SATA 6 Gbps and the 4 
black ones are 3 Gbps. These 
are controlled by Intel X79 
chipset while the Gray con-
nectors are being controlled 
by the Marvell Chip.

There are a lot of USB 2.0 on the board: 6 
via header and 8 are actually in the rear 
I/O. I am certain it Is very difficult to run 
out of USB slots on this one as compared 
to the boards from the early days wherein 
there are only 4-6 total USB connectors.
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BIOS SETUP – UEFI THE NEXT 
GENERaTION BIOS

booting up the system you will 
see the transparent cube like the box 
of the board and pressing Delete 
keys will enter the bioS setup. Suc-
cessful entry to the bioS will give 
you this screen

 as you go thru the areas of the 
motherboard, it will actually tell 
you which portion you are in and 
you can actually do the tweaking 
from there.   by the way, they added 
AERO effect as well.
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below are the components that i 
will be using to do some tests on the 
board:

1. Gigabyte X79-uD3 Motherboard
2. intel 3960X 2011 Processor  eS
3. ripjaws z 1600 9-9-9-24 1.5v raM 
4. hX1000w corsair PSu
5. XSPc raSa 750 water cooling 

kit (With a little creativity you 
can fit the 1366 bracket!)

6. Kingston Sata 2 SSD.
7. Gigabyte GtX 560 video card.

Super PI 1M (Stock vs Overclocked) Super PI 32M (Stock vs Overclocked) 3DMark06 (Stock vs Overclocked)

 Stock setup and overclocked system will be tested on this board.
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3DMark Vantage (Stock vs Overclocked)

3DMark 11 (Stock vs Overclocked) Cinebench (Stock vs Overclocked)  Sandra Memory Read 
(Stock vs Overclocked)



 concluSion:
considering the x79 board 

is more a daily use board, i was 
amazed with what it had to offer. 
overclocking wise, i was not able to 
hit the 4.65Ghz that i have reached 
in UD7 but 4.5Ghz is definitely not 
a letdown. the layout of the Pcie is 
already good for a 2 – 3 video card 
setup which should be enough for 

Sandra Memory Write  (Stock vs Overclocked)

Sandra  Memory Copy  (Stock VS Overclocked)

your computing and gaming needs. 
alc898 should be good enough for 
listening to music, watching movies 
or even playing your favorite games. 
those 10 Sata ports are also suf-
ficient for you to plug-in several hard 
drives and DvD rom drives. the 14 
uSb 2.0 and 4 uSb 3.0 slots are a lot! 
i am not expecting ordinary users to 
complain about needing more uSb 

ports! the new bioS interface will 
be loved by ordinary and inexpe-
rienced users while the “old” bioS 
setup that still exists is definitely the 
overclocker’s friend.

The bottom-line, this mother-
board should be the “affordable” 
board for people who want to move 
to the Sandy bridge-e platform.
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overclocking Heaven with 
the Gigabyte X79-UD7  
the new Gigabyte 
overclocking Motherboard

today i will be sharing with you 
the latest product from Gigabyte. 
this is the X79-uD7 motherboard. 
based on the X79 chipset, we will 
be running with the latest processor 
from intel which is the Sandy bridge 
–e. 

 Gigabyte made the uD7 as their 
overclocking board, geared towards 
all you Pc enthusiasts hungry for 
more innovative ideas! 

i do hope that you still remember 
the monster X58a-oc motherboard 
from Gigabyte a few years ago.  Since 
that board is still with me, i will try 
to compare some of the key features 
of the 2 overclocking boards.  initial 
look will reveal that the X79 based 
board is bigger and longer.

  the board comes with a lot of 
tweaking buttons for overclockers 
including the based clock and multi-
plier adjustments. the picture on the 
right is the X79 motherboard. the 4G 
button in which a simple press will 
make your computer run at 4 Ghz, 
is not present in the X79 board, but 
a button with the same function was 
relocated to the I/O panel.

attended the X79-Plug Fest of Giga-
byte and several people already tried 
using ln2 with Kingpin pot and 
insulation did not pose problems.

the socket of the X79 is bigger 
and you need 2 locking mechanisms 
to secure the processor. the pin 
count of x58 is 1366 while the x79 is 
2011.  you will also notice that the 
processor area in the X58 board has 
almost nothing. this is for overclock-
ers to do their insulation. in the x79, 
no need to worry, even if the raM 
slots are pretty near the socket, I find 
no problem insulating the X79. i have 

both boards come with dual bioS. 
the bioS of the X79 is bigger since 
it needs to support the ueFi based 
bioS. on top of that, Gigabyte made 
some fancy new stuff in their BIOS 
which you can also see in the X79 uD3 
review. yeah i admit i was not able to 
get the screen shot of the uD7 as i was 
very eager to overclock it!  if i am not 
mistaken it is 64Mb in capacity vs the 
8Mb bioS of the X58a-oc.
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the next is the network control-
ler. Finally an intel gigabit lan 
controller! it’s not that i don’t like 
realtek but i really love the intel chip 
(hmmm, fanboy?  J). i have not en-
countered any hiccups in my boards 
using intel nic especially my board 
with the e2100 killer lan from intel.

heat pipe will end. switch is intended for people try-
ing to find the best suitable BIOS for 
them. Pressing the button will make 
the system boot on its back-up bioS. 
initially the bioS was at F2 but you 
can update it anytime you want, 
with any bioS you prefer. below the 
bioS switch, you will notice a tiny 
button which is the CLEAR CMOS 
switch.  you can now overclock your 
board even if it is inside the cas-
ing and will have no issue resetting 
the cMoS when overclocking goes 

 the audio chip on this board is 
still realtek. but this time gigabyte 
uses alc898 vs the alc889 of X58. 
This chip is better than the alc889, 
supports a 7.1 channel sound system 
as well and already blu-ray capable.

  Moving on to the rear I/O is 
where we will see the biggest differ-
ence.  the x79-uD7 comes with full 
connectors like what you will see in 
other boards of Gigabyte, while the 
x58a-oc only comes with the mini-
mum requirement. 

  ok, enough with the compari-
sons. time to move on to the rest of 
the cool stuff that x79 based mother-
board has to offer.

the Pch (Platform controller 
hub) was cooled by this heatsink 
and there’s a 6mm heat pipe as well. 
the heat pipe travels from the Pch 
and will go to the vrM area. the 
vrM area also has a black and or-
ange heatsink and this is where the 

the Spacing on the Pcie X16 is 
very well done. Multiple card set up 
should not be a problem. but beware; 
you cannot use the add-on Pcie card 
(which i will show later) if you will 
use a four video card setup. 

Again this is the I/O Panel of the 
X79-uD7.   you can see that there 
are 8 uSb 2.0 slots and there are 2 
uSb 3.0 (blue) slots.  Standard audio 
ports along with optical out are also 
present in the board as well as the 
lan connector.  near the PS2 port, 
you will see that there is the oc 
button. Pressing the OC button will 
make your system run at 4 Ghz on 
the next reboot. Below the OC button 
is actually a bioS switch. that bioS 

south!
 Moving on with the storage, this 

board has 6 Sata ports coming from 
the intel chipset. the 2 white ports 
are the Sata 3 while the black ones 

are the Sata 2.
additional Sata ports are also 

given by Gigabyte with the help of 
2 Marvell chips. this chip already 
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supports Sata 3.
 this board provides you with 

voltage measurement hooks. you 
can just get your voltmeter and can 
check voltage accuracy displayed in 

change your battery 2-3 times a year. 
 a front panel 3.5 bay uSb con-

nector is also provided by Gigabyte. 
For older Pc chassis that don’t have 
any uSb 3.0 built in, this is a good 
addition since uSb 3.0 will be acces-

install your system flawlessly.
 
SETUP TIME!

wow that was long! ok now 
time for the setup. below are the 
components that i will be using to 

the software base vs the actual.  
Moving on with the accesso-

ries included. i will start with this 
awesome bundle from Gigabyte.  
This board will come with Wifi and 
bluetooth 4.0 Pcie x1 card. bt4.0 
will be the next generation baseline 
of bluetooth and if i heard it right, if 
you have 2 bt4.0 devices connected 
(say a bt4.0 Kb and mouse) the bat-
tery life is longer than the current 
BT standard.  Your battery will last 
for a year as compared to the current 
scenario wherein you will need to 

sible in front.
 lots of video card connectors: 

4-way, 3-way and Sli cable provided 
by gigabyte. A cross fire cable is 
included as well. Several other cables 
like SATA, eSATA and the I/O shield 

are also included in the box. 
 The Installation DVD, wifi/bt 

drivers are also included along with 
some other documents for you to 
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do some tests on the board:
1. Gigabyte X79-uD7 Mother-

board
2. intel 3960X 2011 Processor 
3. ripjaws z 1600 9-9-9-24 1.5v 

raM (too bad the 2133 ram 
arrived after returning the pro-
cessor!)

4. hX1000w corsair PSu
5. XSPc raSa 750 water cooling 

kit (With a little creativity you 
can fit the 1366 bracket!)

6. Kingston Sata 2 SSD.
7. Gigabyte GtX 560 video card.
8. Some fans. the place i am test-

ing on is pretty hot and I just 
want to ensure that the vrM’s 
will run cooler.

  i will be running the usual 
tests being done and will compare 
the results of the stock performance 
and the overclocked system. as 

Super PI 1M Test (Stock vs Overclocked)

Super PI 32M (Stock vs Overclocked)

3D Mark 2006 (Stock vs Overclocked)

mentioned earlier, i will not be going 
thru the bioS setup but will make 
one article just for the bioS of this 
board. 
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concluSion:
Gigabyte has done it again! this 

is one rock solid board coupled with 
an awesome bundle. correct me if i 
am wrong, but i think they are the 
first ones to come up with BT 4.0 and 
wifi in a board. The layout of the PCIe 
was well designed and putting mul-
tiple cards should be as easy as 1-2-3. 
No need to worry that it will not fit. 
Placing the OC button, BIOS switch 
and clr cMoS at the back is a very 

3D Mark Vantage (Stock vs Overclocked)

3D Mark 11 (Stock vs Overclocked)

Cinebench (Stock vs Overclocked)

Sandra Memory Read (Stock vs Overclocked)

good idea. overclockers who plan to 
use this as their main computer will 
have no issue accessing those buttons 
even if it is inside a chassis. the lan 
and audio port is another welcome 
addition by Gigabyte for their end-
users.  the bioS switch which allows 
you to select which bioS to use is a 
fantastic idea. People can now select 
the bioS they prefer to use especially 
those people trying to compare bioS. 
Go check this baby out! 

Sandra Memory Write (Stock vs Overclocked)

Sandra Memory Copy (Stock vs Overclocked)
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in my 11 years experience as a 
trainer from various institutions 
namely Meralco FounDation 
inStitute (i worked part-time for 8 
years); De la Salle taft campus (a 
short stint); ace it learning Solu-
tion (a training outfit where I am a 
part-owner, we lasted 3 years before 
shutting down the operation for 
some reasons) and; lastly tipidPc.
com (started conducting seminars 
and now doing hands-on training 
when tPc launched the training 
Division).

Sa mga trainings, iba-ibang indi-
viduals ang na-encounter ko at iba-
iba rin ang reasons kung bakit sila 
nag-aaral gaya ng mga sumusunod:

1. Working Professionals (the 
majority who attended the training. 
Why? Because they can afford to pay 
the training out of their salary or are 
being sponsored by their company)

• Updating the stack knowledge
• Eyeing for Promotions or Sal-

ary raise
• Pursuing an IT Certification
v taking the post of a resigned 

employee
2. freelancers
• I got the project and the client 

requires training certificates
• I am a computer technician but 

i will setup network Servers
• Need to backup my lengthy 

working experience with a training 
certificate 

3. Unemployed Individuals/Ca-
reer Shifters

• I am a Nursing Graduate but 
really want to pursue a career in the 
it industry

• Di ako matanggap sa trabaho 
dahil kulang ako ng mga credentials 
na hinahanap ng employers

• Sawa na ako maging tambay, 
gusto ko na magtrabaho. hehehe

4. Students and New-Grads
• Dagdag kaalaman at pogi 

points
• IT course graduate ako pero 

bihira makahawak ng computer sa 
school. Display lang ata mga yun sa 
laboratory. ouch!

• Obsolete na mga tinuturo sa 
school. Pagka graduate naming, 
wala nang kumpanya ng gumagamit 
ng mga old school software and 
hardware

5. OfW
• Sawa na ako mag abroad kaya 

magbibisnis na lang ako dito sa 
pinas

• Walang ginagawa asawa ko sa 
bahay. Gusto ko maging abala sya 

kaya ipagtatayo ko sya ng internet 
shop 

6. Internet Shop Owners or 
would-be owner

• Gusto kong magtayo ng Inter-
net café pero wala akong kaalam-
alam sa hardware at software at 
kung paano magpatakbo ng shop.

• Niloloko na ako ng on-call 
technician ko, kaya gusto ko rin 
magkaroon ng background sa 
troubleshooting

• Ang mahal ng sinisingil ng 
technician kada punta sa shop kaya 
gusto ko ako na gagawa para yung 
pambayad ko dagdag kita na ng 
shop

7. Hobbyist or wala lang 
magawa

• Wala lang, gusto ko lang 
matuto at magkaroon ng certificate

• Mahilig ako mangalikot ng 
hardware gusto ko lang ma-update

It training…  
the Practical Way!

by  Edgar Cezar aka ISYS

During the attendee’s introduction at the training, kadalasan at karami-
han naghahanap ng training na direct to the point; more hands-on; industry-
updated ang tinuturo at higit sa lahat; “Mura lanG”.  this is one reason 
why I made this article and hope that in my little own way, I could be of help.

Scenario # 1  You want to put-up an Internet Café Business, but you are 
not techie enough to do this.

Suggested path and direct-to-the-point IT Training

Basic PC 
Troubleshooting

advance PC 
Troubleshooting

Networking 
Fundamentals

Internet Café 
Business and  

Technical Setup

Start the training from the ground-
up. It is better to start from basic and 
advance troubleshooting. Then go for 

the Networking Fundamentals which is 
essentials to all Networking Courses.  

Last stop would be the “MAIN” target,  
the Internet Café Setup.

These courses will only cost you P7,500 ALL-IN!!!  
You can have it in just four (4) days. Only at TPC…

EXcLUSIvE choiceD toPicS
For tiPiDPc
conStituentS
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Scenario # 2  
You are a computer 

technician and want to 
gain knowledge in setting 

up network cabling from 
SME to Enterprise-wide 

implementation.

Scenario # 3
You are applying  
for a full-time job as 
in-house COMPUTER 
TECHNICIaN but the 
employer is looking  
for a certified one.

Networking 
Fundamentals

Structured  
Network Cabling

Fiber Optics 
Preparation and 

Splicing

Always start taking the Fundamentals, 
as mentioned in scenario #1, this is the 
essentials to all Networking Trainings. 

Then go to Structured Networking 
Cabling. If still budget would permit, take 
the Fiber Optics Training for TELCO part 

implementation.

These courses will more or less cost you P15000!!!  
You can complete the course in just four (4) days

Suggested path and direct-to-the-point IT Training

Basic PC 
Troubleshooting

advance PC 
Troubleshooting

CompTIa a+ 
Essentials
(220-701)

 Sa Pinas, bihira ang naghahanap ng 
Certified Computer Technician.  

If there is one, that company is a top 
corporation or a service provider. 

In my experience, I have handled/ 
provided a training to group of Field 
Technicians and Engineers servicing  

TOP Corporations. I have learned that 
before they can get the contract to  

being a sub-con or service provider,  
they need to get certified.

So, In this scenario I will use the same path 
leading to the certification training the 

CompTIA A+.

These courses will more or less cost you P22000!!!  
You can complete the course in just three (3) weeks. 

Networking 
Fundamentals

Wireless 
Networking

CompTIa Practical
(220-702)

Suggested path and direct-to-the-point IT Training



Scenario # 4  I am nursing graduate and want to pursue IT career. What 
should I take first?

Scenario # 5  I will resign as a regular employee and want to put-up an 
Internet Café of my own.

 Very generic question! 
Every time I get this question I always hit return 

button to ask this:

What do you want in IT? 
Are you serious in Shifting to IT?

What field you are interested in IT? 
Hardware, Networking, Programming, Web 

Development, etc…

If he/she answers me properly, That’s the time  
I will give details  

where to start the training.
 After enumerating the details at Pag sumagot ng

 “Ahhh. Mahirap pala” or
“Ay andami pala dadaanan”.

Iisipin ko na lang Sablay to malamang. IT-IT-han 
lang gusto neto. hehehe
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after citing the above scenarios, 
here’s a list of courses being offered 
at tiPiDPc.coM:

1. basic computer troubleshoot-
ing

2. advance Pc troubleshooting
3. networking Fundamentals
4. internet café Setup | business 

and technical

Go the same path as Scenario No.1.

As a friendly advise:  
“Never put-up an Internet Café Business if you are 

not technically-inclined. Additionally put your heart 
on it and love the business.”

5. wireless networking
6. Structured network cabling
7. comptia a+ essentials
8. comptia a+ Practical
9. Fiber optics | Preparation and 

Splicing
For more information about our 

trainings, please email us at train-
ing@tipidpc.com



Cool gadgets to splurge your 
hard-earned money on!

by Grace Martinez  
aka pussywillow

1. Google Nexus Prime 
by Samsung    Finally! 
after how many months of 
guessing who Google will 
tie up with regards to their 
nexus phone, Google has 
decided to go back to back 
with Samsung.  it is cur-
rently rumored to feature a 
whopping great 4.65” Super 
aMoleD display, with hD 
1280x720 resolution and 

runs on android ice cream Sandwich too.  Samsung and 
Google have cancelled their planned joint product an-
nouncement next week. it seems like the two companies 
decided to postpone as a mark of respect to rival Steve 
Jobs, who passed away last week.  

 

3. PS Phone by Sony  Sony, the leader of innovative 
technologies is ready to launch “zeus”, playstation phone 
which uses android 3.0 Gingerbread operating system. 
it also contains SD slot card having 8Gb of memory with 
1Ghz Qualcomm MSM8655 processor. it comes with 3.8 
display and graphics processing unit of adreno 205. this 
superb phone also contains 1Gb roM and 512 Mb raM. 
3.8″ touch screen and its touch pad are just like gaming 
console of PSP. You can also download different games. 
So for those who love games, this is the product to buy! 

right now, i wish i had extended my “vacay” in the States so that i can 
attend the CES 2012, the world’s largest consumer technology tradeshow 
which will be held in las vegas from January 10th – 13th.  Just to have an 
advanced peek at the innovative products and technologies shaping today’s 
consumer technology would be so worth it especially if i can view some if 
not all of the products that are in my 2012 cool gadgets to buy wish list: 

2. RIM Blackberry Presenter   
this handy 3.4-inch x 2.4-inch boxlike accessory is 
designed, to be used with blackberry smart phones. it’s 
very simple to use. all you have to do is connect it with a 
projector or monitor and you can use bluetooth connec-
tivity in order to display Microsoft PowerPoint 2003 and 
2007 slides directly from your handset. it lets you pause 
images, set slides to automatically swap at prearranged 
intervals so you’ll be able to enjoy the benefit of accurate 
reproductions with real visual as well as animated effects. 

4. Sportsband 
Bluetooth Cordless 
Headphones  life 
comes to bluetooth 
headphones this season 
with an exciting range 
of colors everyone can 
enjoy. also introduc-
ing bluetooth + apt-X 
for pristine cD qual-
ity audio rivalling the 
very best of wired 
headphones. Some 
upgraded features 
from the Sb1 headset!! 
Say buh-bye to your 
wired headphones 
and experience your 
music wirelessly, in cD 
quality and stunning 
colors.
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5. The Blackberry Playbook  Packed 
with a blazingly fast 1 Ghz dual core pro-
cessor, a high resolution 7” multi-touch 
display and up to 10 hours of battery life, 
the blackberry Playbook tablet can handle 
even the most demanding of tasks.  with 
the new oS called QnX, you get true mul-
titasking and mission critical reliability 
you can count on.

8. Fujifilm FinePix XP30 Digital Cam-
era  the Fujifilm FinePix XP30 Digital 
camera (Green) won’t let you down -- it’s 
waterproof (to 16’/4.8 m), shockproof (for falls 
up to 5’/1.5 m), freezeproof (to 14°F/-10°C), 
and dustproof. with 14MP high resolution 
and a 5x wide-angle 28-140mm (equivalent 
in 35mm format) lens, the XP30 delivers great 

image quality every time. 720p hD video is 
on-board too.  Fujifilm’s XP30 is tough enough 

to accompany you on even your most extreme adven-
tures. the fully sealed enclosure repels water and sand, 
and has a shockproof bumper design to keep it safe 
during minor falls. it’s ideal for vacations at the beach, 
outdoor hikes, ski trips, or even snorkeling adventures. 
it also has a built-in GPS chip that can tag your photos 
with location information, making it easy to go back and 
find specific shots on a beach or mountain. 

 

9. Lenovo IdeaPad U1  the lenovo ideaPad u1 is a 
1.6 inch linux based Pc. it can also become a fully 
functional 3.7lb notebook 
having multi-touch ca-
pabilities that boasts 
an intel core 2 Duo 
processor. this 
device really func-
tions well while 
offering solid five 
hours of bat-
tery life. e-mail 
and other web 
surfing facilities 
are also available. 

6. The Sanctuary Charging Station  this blue-
lounge Sanctuary charging tray charges more than 
1,500 electronic, handheld devices (read a complete list 
in PDF format) while organizing unsightly wires. this 
sleek charging station eliminates the need for bulky and 
unsightly wall adapters, and provides plenty of space for 
wallet, watch, and keys. For peeps who are oc like...oh 
alright, moi! :D
 

7. Gadget Charger for the Car  this is one powerful 
cup of coffee! Actually, it’s a clever design for a power 

inverter. The shape fits conveniently into 
your car’s cup holder. a must-have for 

the commuter or road tripper, our 
inverter can power three devices at 
once. this triple espresso has 2ac 
outlets for laptops, DvD players, 
phone chargers, camera chargers, 
etc. and one uSb power port for 
iPods, MP3 players and cell phones. 
Simply plug it into your Dc car outlet 

(18” cord) and get your power fix, 
sssslurrrp hoohaah!

 



It attracts those mobile professionals who are looking 
for great diversity in pc solution. it is what you might 
call a two for one deal. hey, does anyone wanna buy a 
hot looking red lenovo enhanced experience thinkPad 
that’s slightly over a year old? if so, PM me. i wanna sell 
mine and buy this baby!

 

10. Samsung LED 9000 Series  Samsung’s leD 9000 
series of television sets are pencil-thin. yes it’s just 0.3 
inches wide and it can support and have the great abil-
ity to display 3D images which you can convert the 2D 
content into third dimension. what’s impressive is that it 
can offer great support for downloadable apps, just like 
what you’d find on the iPhone or Nexus One. Its appli-
cation is served via open development platform which 
means that any entrepreneur is able to insert content in 
it and can add up huge functionality, from the world of 
social networking clients to the downloadable games.

 
i know, it’s bitin – i should rightly have listed down 

12 items in keeping with the christmas spirit but heck 
if i add anything more to this list, i just wouldn’t have a 
pool of drool on my floor; drool river, baby, drool river!! 
;P Seriously though, i’d rather spend my 13th month on 
buying gifts for my loved ones.  Seeing their faces light 
up with a happy smile and hearing their “oh wowww 
Mom/PP!” comments and grateful “thank you” is the 
best gift in the world for me, absolutely priceless and a 
blessing too. J 
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Living with the Penguin

by Gabriel Quidilla 
     aka particleX

it’s past midnight and you’re 
thrilled cos you’re nearly done with 
the project that you’ve been labor-
ing on for hours when suddenly, 
your screen freezes completely; your 
entire work is gone and in its place is 
a blue screen with some undecipher-
able words on it. oh my paking chet 
(second word is pronounced with a 
soft “ch”)! you’ve just been visited by 
the blue Screen of Death aka bSoD, 
buddy. bad trip yan, diba?

So what’s a bSoD? it’s actually a 
windows “stop” screen and appears 
when windows crashes or locks up. 
it is designed to do two things: tell 
you the reason for the error, and to 
calm your nerves, hence the use of 
the color blue (studies show it has a 
relaxing effect on people although I 
reckon the green and white is soooo 
much better haha!). So what to do? 
the tech-savvy person will tell you 
to travel the unfamiliar route into 
the world of linux. 

linux traces its roots to uniX 
which was developed by bell labs. 
with the magic of the open-source 
community, and efforts from thou-
sands of collaborators, they created 
a free, highly stable kernel that 
opens a wide range of possibilities 
to end-users and programmers. it is 
embedded in almost every device; 
computers, mobile phones, tablets, 
GPS systems, routers, game consoles, 
etc. 

This article was simplified 
to pave the way for new users 
to understand (i know that 
other linux tPcers would 
disagree in some way 
about this article, but 
hey this is geared for 

the newbies! ;D)

Comparison of the More Popular 
Linux Distros

Distro is short for distribution; 
linux per se is not a single operating 
system, but rather a kernel. a kernel 
comprises the heart of an operating 
system. because it is an open source, 
anyone can develop their own op-
erating system based on the linux 

kernel.
here are some of the more 

common distributions used:
ubuntu remains the most 

popular distro today. ask 
someone about ubuntu 
and they will quickly 
associate it with linux. 

Previously, they offered to ship CDs 
for free thus adding to their popu-
larity. Good documentation and 
support. very large community. a 6 
months release cycle means that you 
are always updated. 

a strong Gui-centric distro, 
openSuSe is one of the crowd favor-
ites. Good desktop integration. Most 
major applications have ‘one-click 
installers’ further simplifying usage. 
Has lots of eye candy and offers 
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Support is the main selling point 
of this enterprise distribution. red 
hat enterprise linux and derivatives 
is arguably the most used server 
OS in the world. CentOS, Scientific 
linux, oracle linux et al are based 
from RHEL and offered at no cost. 
Fedora is Red Hat’s attempt at offer-
ing cutting-edge packages while still 
keeping its motto of security and 
stability.

Geared for new linux dummies 
err users, most people find it work-
ing pronto out-of-the-box. Multime-
dia support, plugins, and codecs are 
pre-installed by default. it is derived 
from ubuntu.

nimble and light yet full-
featured. Puppy linux can boot 
completely into raM so it is fast. it 
is designed for old computers and 
comes with essential applications 
suitable for day-to-day tasks.

the base of many popular dis-
tros today, Ubuntu/Knoppix/Mint 
and etc), Debian GNU/Linux has 
been ported to a different processor 
architectures already compared to 
others. it is mostly used as a server 
operating system like red hat. it is 
conservative as with other server-
oriented distros in favor of stability.

Simplicity is beauty as they say. 
Power users and system administra-
tors love this frugal distribution. 
Slackware is one of the oldest distros 
currently available. it needs a lot of 
work and customization to turn into 
a modern desktop system. 

owing its popularity to out-
of-the-box support for peripherals, 
PcloS targets the home user mar-
ket. it comes with a good selection 
of popular applications, including 

browser plugins and multimedia 
codecs.

and the list goes on, there are 
just so many flavors of Linux (not 
tens, but hundreds) and new ones 
are being developed and/or derived 
every day. Most distros offer a Live 
CD that you can try first before 
deciding to install. if one would ask 
what distroam i’m using with my 
windows installation, it’s the dual-
boot centoS. it is fully compatible 
with rhel (red hat) which corpo-
rations use, has a helpful communi-
ty, is very stable, and a no-nonsense 
distro. i use it for my everyday tasks, 
except for the moments i need to re-
start to windows (coding on visual 
Studio for example)

On Why Linux Is Better
linux is touted as an alternative 

if you’re a frustrated windows user. 
Here are some of the benefits should 
you try or decide to install linux:

1. What viruses? the reason 
why Windows is constantly attacked 
is because of its huge user base. 
hackers of course try to catch the 
biggest fish, and they do. Malware 
is almost non-existent, and the tens 
of thousands of windows viruses 
simply won’t work in linux.

2. with workspaces, you can 
organize your opened applications 
and folders to minimize clutter. 

3. you get great software pre-
installed. in most major distribu-
tions, you get the necessary stuff; an 
office suite, browser, IM software, 
PDF reader, multimedia players, 
image editors, games, right after 
installation.

4. Opensource enables anyone 
to look at the code and make contri-
butions, point out bugs and security 
holes, and suggestions to further 
improve their linux computing. it’s 
in everyone’s interest to work to-
gether to make software better, and 

good support. Tends to be a little 
bloated and requires a large down-
load though.  

Distro images @ distrowatch.com
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linux developers encourage anyone 
to contact them and report bugs/sug-
gestions

5. Ditch unnecessary upgrades 
by resurrecting your old system 
with Linux. instead of installing an 
older version of windows (which is 
unsupported and unpatched vul-
nerabilities), you can have linux 
installed that is more secure, more 
stable, and speedier than windows.

6. Save money from paying paid 
support. Most distros have free 
and unlimited support as well as a 
forum, irc channel, a page to e-mail 
the developers themselves, and a 
complete wiki page that would put 
other oS to shame.

7. Linux doesn’t get slower 
day after day. you probably expe-
rienced someone saying to reinstall 
their windows systems because it is 
getting sluggish. Months and years 
after you install linux, it still will be 

as responsive as the first day you’ve 
installed it. no need to defragment!

8. Programs are pre-organized 
into different categories, so you 
won’t spend time finding your word 
processor buried 5 folders away.

9. updating software has never 
been easy with windows. For win-
dows itself, you need to run win-
dows update and your application’s 
updater. with linux, updates are 
one-click away (or one typed com-
mand away).

10. Finally for bragging rights. 
one would roll their eyes when you 
explain how you recompiled the ker-
nel out of your own custom proces-
sor from spare silicon lying around, 

Tons of software available

One-click updates

or similar.
Free eye-candy. who says linux 

can be frustrating?

Final Thoughts
working on linux seems un-

eventful and quiet. it is unobtrusive 
to daily work and you worry less 
about having malicious software ac-
cidentally installed. whatever distri-
bution you try to install (you can use 
virtualization software so you don’t 
touch your windows installation), 
subukan mo ding mawala on unfa-
miliar territory, the experience and 
rewards are great if you accomplish 
things by yourself. Most important 
of all, have fun!
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MaJOR PRIZES
1 unit AOC 32inch LCDTV
1 unit Gigabyte GA-Z68M A-02H B3 Motherboard
1 unit Gigabyte N440D3-1 Gl Video Card
1 unit Gigabyte Superb E570A-C3 Power Supply
1 pc Gigabyte Setto II 142 Casing,

CONSOLaTION PRIZES
10 pcs Backpack Bag
50 pcs limited edition TPC/PCNetmiles T-shirt

MECHaNICS
This promo is for TipidPC Members who will purchase 
directly to PCNetmiles Eton Digitalzone (Cyberpod), 
Legarda branch, Alabang branches or enroll/attend the 
TipidPC Training at the TipidPC Training Center.

A TipidPC Member who buys from any PCNetmiles Store 
valued at Php 1,000.00 or more will be entitled to the 
following:

1 Raffle coupon for every Php 1,000.00 worth of pur-
chase.

2 Raffle coupons for every Php 1,000.00 worth of GI-
GABYTE Products.

A TipidPC Member who enrolls/attend a Training at Tip-
idPC Training Center will be entitled to  1 Raffle coupon 
for every Php 1,500.00 training fee.

This promo will run from December 8, 2011 until  January 
14, 2012.  Winners will be drawn at 5 PM on January 15, 
2012 and will be notified through TipidPC’s PM and SMS 
within 7 days after the draw. 

WIN AN AMD GAMING RIG PROMO
1st prize 1 Unit Gaming Rig
2nd prize 1 Unit AOC 32” LCD TV
3rd prize 1 Unit Logitech Z-5500 Speakers
4th prize 1 Unit Xtreamer Media Player
5th prize 1 Unit Glass Table with Executive Chair

Alabang Branch

Address: 94 National Road, Brgy. 
Putatan, Muntinlupa City
403-2586 / 0917-8866453 
YM: pcnetmiles_alabang@yahoo.com

Eton Cyberpod Branch

Address: Eton Cyberpod E-Life 
Building 1, EDSA Ortigas Ave. Q.C.
409-3753 / 586-1923 
09175092227
YM: pcnetmiles@yahoo.com

Legarda Branch

Address: 2113 Legarda St.
Quiapo, Manila
736-0368 / 734-9722 / 788-5280
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W E  D E L I V E R !

Terms and Conditions:

This promo is exclusive only for TipidPC members.  
Every TPC customer who buys from any PCNetmiles 
branches (Eton Digital Zone, Legarda, and Alabang) 

-
ticipate in the PCNetmiles’ Win a Gaming Rig Promo. 
Every PHP1,000.00 worth of purchase is entitled to one 

The winner will be drawn by a representative of Tip-
idPC.com Inc and DTI Personnel at Eton Digital Zone 
on October 30, 2011.

-
tance of their prizes within 60 days upon being noti-

acceptance of their corresponding prize, PCNet-
miles reserves the right to award the prize to another 
entrant, drawn in accordance with same terms and 
conditions.

DTI-NCR Permit no, 6069 series of 2011

HURRY!
Buy at any PCNetmiles
Stores and Win Prizes.
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“Kapisanan ng mga web De-
veloper na nagtatrabaho lamang sa 
bahay (homebased web Developer)” 
was a brainchild of a web developer 
who decided to quit his regular job 
in Makati to work at home. after a 
few days, many tPc members posted 

SpOTLIGHT
Pinoy Web Dev: We DesIGn, 
We DeVeLoP, We sHARe

by John Michael Sales 
    aka neojohan

Pinoy Web Dev is a community of Filipino 
web designers, developers and enthusi-

asts who aim to share their passion and exper-
tise in web development to the entire World 
Wide Web and beyond.

the center StaGe
oF ProMinent
PerSonalitieS

their sentiments to leave their offices 
and work at home instead. the active 
members decided to form a group 
and extend their reach not only to 
home-based developers but also to all 
interested individuals. thus, Pinoy 
web Dev or tPc web Dev was born.

Pinoy web Dev is a community 
of Filipino web designers, develop-
ers and enthusiasts who aim to share 
their passion and expertise in web 
development to the entire world 
wide web and beyond.

the 1st meet up was held at exist 

techbar, ortigas, Pasig city last June 
11, 2011 with 19 attendees. Web Dev 
& cSS Primer and Social Media were 
discussed during the event. this was 
followed by the 2nd meet up/seminar 
last July 23, 2011 in cooperation with 
tipidPc.com with special participation 
of Sir reb at techmarket 2011, eton 
cyberpod, ortigas, Pasig city. over a 
hundred participants attended. The six 

hours event focused on web designing, 
psd to html/css slicing, installation of 
cms like wordpress and joomla as well 
as social media integration.

Pinoy web Dev is looking 
forward to conducting various web 
development training and seminars 
in different colleges, universities and 
alike. as their mantra says, “we De-
SiGn, we DeveloP, we Share.”



UnIteD MoDDeRs 
PHILIPPInes

by Angelo Bonilla aka  bigluo

Started as united Modders on 
tPc as a thread for enthusiasts who 
wants to give their rigs a personal 
make over from old school case, 
scratch built and high end case to 
self themed full case mod. 

as the thread goes by it nur-
tured itself as people give their own 
tips and tricks on how they did the 
mod on their projects also coming 
from the great contributors such 
as tantricmodz and mod2themax 
who gave proper knowledge on the 
thread.

then the thread started to grow 
maturely and built itself a group 
who are constantly supervising and 
giving the proper details on what 
modding really is. the group wants 
to promote modding outside the 
community so it started to give free 
seminars on basic cutting, painting 
and cable management.

and it started to grow more and 
created a family composed of biglou 
(angelo bonilla), acideyez (Paolo ta-
puz), kharr (william ng), zer09 (em-
erson casco),  bluepuz (Jei Jubac), 
renzdg (renz De Guzman), redburn 
(Marvin riogelon), mirindaorange 
(Gab Sanchez), kitaswandi (levi Si-
non) and rastaman69(Mar Peligrino). 
the family gained friendship with 
rig noobies who also help contrib-
uting on modding industry in the 
community. the family is still grow-
ing and started to join and received 
achievements on some casemod 
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competitions such as PccM, Silver-
stone’s the rave and cooler Master 
casemod showdown 2011. 

as of now we the uMP family 

is giving our extensive efforts to 
improve our enthusiasm as a mod-
der and improve Philippine case 
modding at its max potential.  
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Jet engine PC

by: Erik Job Jacob 
     aka SimonTemplar

DO IT YOURSELF

the main concept of this design 
is to bombard the entire cPu with 
huge amount of air causing it to stay 
cool and prevent overheating dur-
ing intense gaming. it is designed 
to look like a jet engine with pilot 
controls at the top.

the main material for this is a 
disassembled working electric fan.

upon assembly, it should be 
pointed inwards thus blowing air 
through the entire circuitry. lights 
can also be added inside to showcase 
the rotation of the big fan.

Why Mod?
by Jullian Carvajal –  
    Batitis 
    aka  jhabs1201

Mod – short term for modifi-
cation. tama ba? Modding is very 
common here in the Philippines. 
Parang ito yung “in” ngayon 
compare sa mga stock computer 
chassis na nakikita at nabibili sa 
market. recently coolermaster 
Philippines together with the rig 
noobies (hard core Modders!) 
sponsored a competition held at 
SM north edsa entitled 2011 case-
mod Showdown. Dun sa modding 
completion, na-ishowcase ng mga 
sumali ang talent nila sa pagmo-
mod or in lay-mans-term ay pag 
customized ng kanilang mga rigs. 
why mod? Siguro nakakaumay na 
kasing tignan yung mga ordinary-
ong computer chassis eh. a friend 
of mine told me that, if you are a Pics: www.walyu.com & www.devicedaily.com

true enthusiast of something you 
would do anything just to make 
yours very unique! unique yung 
tamang word, kung bakit tayo 
nagmomod. Modding is making 
your computers/rigs unique from 
one another. if you customize 
your own computer in your own 
imagination, it’s unique. walang 
magiging katulad ang chassis na 
minodify mo! unless may nang-
gaya.  So if you want to change 
something and make your com-
puters/rigs unique, be an enthusi-
ast in the field of modding. 

if you don’t have time to mod, 
you may consult and see this people 
like tantric, camshow, crossangel, 
liljhon_05 and many more! (editor: 
Don’t forget the original and one of 
the best Modder, the_great) these 
are the people who specialized in 
the field of computer modding. 
Make your computer/rigs unique! 
be into Modding. become one of the 
rare few! be an enthusiast!
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the Maleta Case Concept

by Julian Angeles

i made the concept de-
sign using “Google Sketch-
up”.

the base for the con-
struction was supposed to 
be a ‘maleta’ (luggage) type 
of casing. The mirror/acrylic panel, 
which can easily slide out to access 
the parts inside is supposed to be a 
one way see-through. the idea is, 
when it’s off or the lights inside are 
off, you will see your reflection and 
not the components inside however, 
when the lights inside turns on, you 
can see the valor of the components 
inside! Quite awesome right?

the original idea was, 
to make it a naS type 
machine box. but, while 
doing it all, i just dropped 
the idea and tried making 
a small but powerful type 
of Pc! Mobo size should be 
mini-atX or, itx size.

At the bottom, the mesh 
grills; 3 fans will be attached and 
then;  there would be a white ccfl 
tube which is connected to the sound 
reactive module found in the panels. 
the cPu fan will also get a round 
led reactive module; the same with 
the power supply. DiSco baby!!

 the idea for the ports on the top 
would be a removable cover so the 
ports and the rest of the parts are 
protected during travel.

the other idea of the design is, 
make it look inDuStrial hence, 
the mesh-like design.

hopefully you’ll like my idea!  :) 
the only thing preventing me from 
making this design into reality is... 
well, Moolah! lol.

thanks for taking your time to 
look at my concept!  :)
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Modify Your soundcard  
for Better Audio  
with an opAmp Upgrade

by Alan Bassig 
    aka ShinjoYokatsu
photos by Peppy Salita

For years audiophiles have been 
tweaking their audio equipment 
with choice component replace-
ments for better sound. They swap 
out amplifiers and capacitors; replace 
or upgrade power supplies; change 
connectors or pots (potentiometers) 
with higher quality ones, anything 
that they can improve. Some would 
go on great lengths and spend a lot 
of money just to hear the most ac-
curate sound reproduction. 

electronic component swap-
ping, or “rolling” as they call it, is a 
method of replacing one or a more 
components in a circuit to improve 
or get the desired audio output. an 
opamp is also one of those compo-
nents that can be replaced. 

Almost five years ago, a Head-fi.
org forum member posted his work-
log of his modded X-fi XtremeMusic, 
using the award-winning lM4562 
opamp from national Semiconductor 
and replacing the supply capacitor 
for the DSP (which he incorrectly la-
beled as the “power filter capacitor”). 
Since then, sound card modding 
gained a small but significant follow-
ing and it influenced manufacturers 
with regards to their own designs, 
particularly auzentech. today every 
sound card manufacturer has a fea-
ture that will allow opamp rolling on 
their mid- and high-end models such 
as asus’ Xonar essence StX uses 
lM4562 on the headphone out.

after reading the worklog i 
decided to try this one out with the 
old audigy 2 that i own and ordered 
some samples from national just 

for kicks (my worklog was posted 
on the overclocking section). Since 
it was an old card, I figured that it 
would be less of a pain if i damaged 
the card in the process. but then i 
was pleasantly surprised on how 
easy, cheap and effective this mod 
can be, considering that it can rival 
the sound quality of most high-end 
cards and even dedicated receivers 
and components. i also tried a blind 
a-b comparison against a software-
based X-fi mod for onboard sound 
and found that the modded card 
is vastly superior as well (there are 
some very obvious reasons why, but 
it is beyond the scope of this article). 

this guide will explain how 

you can improve the audio quality 
of your sound card by replacing the 
opamp on the analog stage. Please 
be aware that by doing this mod 
you will effectively void the war-
ranty of your sound card. As with 
other disclaimers, do at your own 
risk.

OPaMPS 101
An operational amplifier or 

opamp is a very high gain voltage 
differential amplifier with high input 
impedance and low output imped-
ance. Differential means it gets 
the difference between two inputs 
and sends the result to the output. 
high gain means opamps increase 

Alan Dominic Bassig (aka ShinjoYokatsu) got his first exposure to computers when his 
parents purchased a 486-based PC for school work. During the late 90s, he started tin-
kering with the insides and eventually learned to repair computers on the side while in 
college. Alan holds a Computer Engineering degree from Mapua Institute of Technolo-
gy and has been a TPC member since 2004. Back in 2001, he set up a small internet café 
business and had a successful run for 5 years. He has worked as a call center agent for 
more than 3 years and is now looking for a job in the IT industry. A PC enthusiast, geek, 
and a car nut, he has a diverse range of hobbies and interests such as sci-fi; computer 
gaming; electronics design; collectible card gaming (L5R); electronica and house music; 
food enthusiast; F1; DTM and JGTC racing and; interior design. 



the magnitude of the output sev-
eral times (typically thousands of 
times larger). high input impedance 
means that the input is effectively 
separated from the rest of the opamp 
circuit. These amplifiers have been 
a staple in electronics and can serve 
many functions in filter circuits, 
oscillators or any device that will 
require voltage amplitude changes. 

a glance at an opamp’s 
datasheet and you will see a lot of 
detailed information regarding the 
opamp specs and operating limits. 
For anyone who isn’t trained in 
electronics, they will immediately 
be baffled on how they can read and 
understand it (my electronics know-
how is in such a sad state of affairs 
that i had to read a lot of textbook 
stuff again recently just to get myself 
up to speed). however, for the sake 
of this guide we will limit to a few 
important items that you need to 
look at:

• Opamp fabrication – Gener-
ally there are two opamp fabrication 
types being used today: bJt (bipolar 
junction transistor) and FET (field-
effect transistor). The difference 
between the two is how they control 
the flow of voltage and current (BJTs 
via electrons and holes while Fets 
would operate on an electric field). 
as with transistors, Fet opamps 
are more plentiful in production 
and have better specs compared to 
the ones fabricated via bJt. but each 
type has its own advantages when 
applied in an electronic circuit. Gen-
erally it is not recommended to use 
a bJt opamp in place of a Fet and 
vice versa, though there are a few 
exceptions. if you’re unsure on what 
opamp would be suitable for your 
sound card, stick to the same type. 

• Power Supply/Operating 
Voltage – this is the required volt-
age in order for the opamp to work, 

usually indicated as a range. opam-
ps require a dual voltage supply for 
the two inputs; one for positive and 
one for negative. the magnitude 
of the positive and negative values 
is the total supply required for the 
opamp (ex. +/-5V would means a 10V 
supply). never exceed the maximum 
limit indicated on the datasheet.

• Gain Bandwidth Product 
- often expressed in hz, it is the 
frequency at which the gain of the 
opamp has dropped to 1 without any 
sort of clipping or distortion (also 
called unity gain). Gain in amplifiers 
is defined as the ratio of the out-
put to the input. a high gain value 
means that the amplifier is capable 
of amplifying a small signal signifi-
cantly. high-performance opamps 
usually have GbwP in the Mhz 
region and this value would usually 
indicate its overall performance. be 
careful in selecting opamps with 
high Gbw though. if the audio 
circuit design is less than optimal or 
has a significant DC voltage it will 
be amplified to the output as well. A 
high Dc voltage would damage or 
even fry your headphones/speakers 
instantly.

• Input Bias Current - like di-
odes and transistors, opamps require 
a certain amount of bias or forward 
current in order for it to work. on 
datasheets, ibc is listed as a range 
and this is interrelated to what type 
of fabrication the opamp was made. 
bJts have a range in nanoamperes 
(na) while Fets are in the picoam-
pere (pa) region. Depending on the 
circuit design, an increase in input 
bias current would cause significant 
DC offset at the output which in turn 
may or may not damage your sound 
card, your speakers, or both. to be 
on the safe side, compare datasheets 
of opamps and select the ones that 

are close to the ibc specs of the 
stock opamp attached to the sound 
card. once again, there are a few 
exceptions.

there are other terms on a typi-
cal datasheet that can give important 
information regarding the opamp 
like rail-to-rail operation, maximum 
output voltage swing, etc. with 
these, some intermediate back-
ground to electronic circuit theory is 
recommended.

oK, enough of the boring lec-
ture. On with the good stuff! J

OPaMPS ON SOUND CaRDS
Most sound cards use opamps 

on the analog output stage for 
conditioning as filter/buffer or I/V 
converter. Depending on the design, 
they serve to bump up the volume 
for the speakers after the signal 
has been processed from the sound 
card’s digital signal processor (DSP) 
and passed to the digital-to-analog 
converter (Dac). one example of it is 
the Sound blaster audigy which has 
been the basis for creative’s subse-
quent products such as the audigy 
2 and the entire X-fi line of cards. 
other sound card manufacturers 
have that same design and it has 
been a reference for quality builds. 
even older sound cards have opamps 
on their analog output stage. i found 
my ensoniq audioPci in my parts 
bin and i was surprised that there is 
an opamp on the front stereo chan-
nel.

each opamp tends to have a 
signature soundstage meaning that 
it produces a distinct audio ambi-
ence. opamps from burr-brown, a 
manufacturer of high-end opamps 
in the uS now under texas instru-
ments, have that pleasingly warm 
soundstage with excellent blending 
and has a tinge of analog-like effect 
on the bass and treble. Some criticize 
the sound as being “tubby”. on the 
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other end, opamps from national 
Semiconductor have very nice sepa-
ration and detail plus they greatly 
improved the clarity on the mids 
and treble. overall, those with very 
aggressive headphones or speakers 
may find that the soundstage is a 
bit too harsh which may cause “ear 
fatigue” in the long run. 

before you can start modding 
your card, here are the tools and 
supplies that you will need:

• Soldering Iron – I recommend 
that you use a good quality 40-50w 
iron for this mod. not only will it 
give you more than enough heat to 
melt the solder and make a good join, 
it enables you to work faster so as to 
prevent any damage to any compo-
nent owing to the heat. remember 
the three rules in soldering: hot iron; 
work quickly; less contact. i also rec-
ommend a pencil-type conical tip for 
precision soldering such as this but 
you can use any tip as long as it pro-
vides good contact and heat transfer.

• High-quality Soldering Lead 
– A 63/37 eutectic type of lead is 
perfect for any type of surface mount 
soldering work, especially in elec-
tronics (63/37 refers to the ratio of tin 
and lead respectively). if you have a 
more exotic blend of lead with silver 
or copper content, you can use that 
one as well though you may need a 
hotter iron to work with.

• Soldering Flux/Paste - This is 
essential if you want a really clean 
join and a proper solder flow for the 
tiny legs of the opamp chip.

• Desoldering Braid/Wick 
• Flush Cutters
• Contact Cleaner or High-Puri-

ty alcohol
• Tweezers or Non-Marking 

tape
• Dual-channel Opamps in 

Soic package – you can get a small 
amount of samples of high-quality 
opamps from various manufacturers 

such as national, texas instruments 
and analog Devices. Due to the huge 
demand of national’s audio opamp 
line, a small shipping fee is required 
for all sample requests (current fee 
between $17-20 for 5 pieces). other 
manufacturers provide samples for 
free but you need an email address 
with a company; university or; edu-
cational domain when you register 
for an account. if you wish to pur-
chase those instead, you can order 
online through various electronic 
e-tailers such as rS components 
Philippines and element14 Philip-
pines. Prices do fluctuate regu-
larly but to get an idea on the price; 
high-quality audio-grade opamps 
cost from Php250 up to thousands 
of pesos for military-grade parts. 
Chances of getting one locally on 
your favorite electronics parts store 
is almost nil though (cough, raon, 
Quiapo, cough).

• Digital Multimeter
• Old toothbrush or cotton buds

1. Here’s an X-fi Fatal1ty Edition 
available for modding. notice that 
i replaced a couple of caps near the 
DSP that supplies voltage and current 
to the entire digital circuit of the card. 

2. here are the four opamps on 
the analog stage. the large opamp 

on the front channel is the nJM4556 
from new Japan radio corpora-
tion and for the surrounds; there 
are three (3) Mc4558 opamps from 
St Microelectronics. all of these 
opamps are connected to the output 
of cS4382 Dac from cirrus logic. 
between them are rows of coupling 
capacitors. the big surface-mount 
device at the bottom is the 7805 +5V 
voltage regulator, close to that on 
the right is the 7905 -5v regulator.  
both devices supply voltages for the 
opamps and the Dac. For illustra-
tive purposes, i only changed the 
opamp for the front but you can 
repeat the procedure for the remain-
ing channels.

3. this is the lMe49860 from 
national. the big brother of the 
LM4562/LME49720, this opamp 
has an extra bump in the operat-
ing voltages (+/-22V vs. +/-17V) but 
otherwise, they have the same specs 
all throughout.  Soundstage is very 
similar to the rest of national’s 
opamps. the small dimple on the 
lower left side of the opamp indi-
cates pin #1.

4. With flush cutters, carefully 
cut the legs of the stock opamp. take 
care not to scratch the Pcb or knock 
the tiny neighboring SMD compo-
nents. 
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5. with the old opamp removed, 
prepare the soldering iron and the 
desoldering wick to remove the legs 
on the solder pads.

6. Put some soldering flux on the 
legs so you can easily remove those 
and pick up some spent solder on 
the solder pads.

7. a very small amount is 
enough for this one so you can easily 
clean up later.

8. one by one, heat up the pads 
and gently lift the legs off. While the 
old solder is still wet, let it absorb 
the wick. repeat the process for the 
remaining legs.

9. Mop up any remaining extra 
solder on the pads. after that, clean 
the area with contact cleaner or 
alcohol, using an old toothbrush or 
cotton buds to pick up dirt. Notice 
on the silkscreen there is a small “c” 
on the opamp outline. that is where 
you align the pin #1 of the opamp. 
when in doubt, align the opamp 
thru the same orientation as with the 
surrounds.

10. you can use some non-
marking tape to align the legs of the 
opamp to the solder pads. once in 
place, put a tiny amount of flux on 
the legs and start to solder. repeat 
the same process on the other side 
after the four legs are soldered. 
clean up all excess solder on each 
pin if necessary.

11. once every pin is secured, 
clean the area again thoroughly with 
contact cleaner. check for shorts 
using a multimeter and make sure 
no adjacent pins would ever get in 
contact with another. after checking, 
clean the area one last time and let it 
dry completely for several minutes.

12. Put the card back into your 
rig and boot up. run a few tests for 
sound. if you hear what you intend-
ed to hear, run a few loops of your 
favorite music, movie or game. lis-
ten carefully for any signs of distor-

tion; loss of volume on one channel; 
uneven volume or; crackling sound. 
if you don’t hear any, congratula-
tions, your mod is a success!

you can also use other opamps 
for this project but please take note 
of the specs of the part/s that you 
wish to replace. you might want to 
check out audiophile-centric forums 
or discussion boards and browse 
their threads for opamps. aside 
from the lM4562, lMe49720 and 
lMe49860, i also used the oPa2132 
and the oPa1612 from texas instru-
ments on some of my mods. i also 
have a few opamps that i really 
wanted to check out such as the 
lMe49722 which is basically an 
upgrade of the 49720 with lower 
noise specs but with a slight increase 
in the supply current. you can also 
browse the websites of manufactur-
ers and look up the datasheets of 
various opamps. 

the capacitors can also be 
replaced on some areas of the card 
especially for coupling, filter and 
supply caps with high-quality, low-
ESR electrolytic. The effects may be 
not as dramatic as with the opamp 
switch as caps may take time to 
break-in.

Summing it up, this is an excel-
lent and easy-to do mod provided 
that you have steady hands and can 
get a hold of high-quality opamps. 
if you guys wonder what type of 
sound card is installed in my rig, 
here’s a close-up view of my mod-
ded X-fi Titanium PCI-E with the 
lMe49720 on the front channel:
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STORY aND VISUaLS
after the incident in arkham 

asylum, Quincy Sharp became 
the mayor of Gotham city. he shut 
down arkham asylum and trans-
ferred all prisoners to arkham city, 
which is located in the heart of 
Gotham city. it is portion of Gotham 
city surrounded and enclosed by 
large walls with all the prisoners 
free to do whatever they want as 
long as they don’t try to escape. 
the facility is operated by Dr. hugo 
Strange. bruce wayne, while not 
being much of a political figure, is 
against the presence of arkham city 
and holds a rally against it. During 
the rally, bruce wayne was captured 
by tyGer security personnel who 
works for Dr. hugo Strange. he 
was interrogated by Strange and 
threathened him that he will reveal 
to the public that he is batman if he 
tries to stop him. bruce was sent to 
arkham city and was welcomed by 
Penguin’s thugs. easily defeating 
Penguin and his thugs, bruce wayne 
decided to stay in arkham city to 
discover what Strange is planning.

Since this is review of the con-
sole version, there is nothing much 
to talk in detail about the graphics. 
image quality is what you would 
expect from a current-generation 
gaming console. the game runs at 
1280 x 720 resolution and it does not 
use anti-aliasing. the game supports 
nviDia PhysX but its use in the PS3 
version is very limited. if you want 

to see the full effects of PhysX in this 
game, you have to wait for the Pc 
version. the image quality is still 
acceptable in today’s standard but 
the very old nviDia rSX GPu is re-
ally showing its age. in scenes where 
there is heavy smoke and explosions, 
i can notice that the framerate goes 
below 30 fps. Despite all these, i still 
had a very enjoyable gaming experi-
ence.

GaMEPLaY
if there is one thing i really like 

about this game, it’s the combat. the 
combat is simple but not boring. you 
execute attacks using the Square 
button. Successfully chaining suc-

cessive attacks increases the combo 
multiplier. when you reach a combo 
multiplier of 8x, you can perform 
special attacks that finishes enemies 
instantly. if you get hit, the combo 
multiplier is reset to 0. of course, 
enemies don’t just stand and watch 
you beat them up. you can counter 
enemey attacks using the Triangle 
button. When enemies are about to 
attack, an icon is displayed above 
their heads, Just press the counter 
button and Batman will automatical-
ly do varied counter attacks depend-
ing if the enemy is punching, kick-
ing, or swinging a pipe against you. 
Sounds like the combat in the first 
game? well, not really. in this sequel, 

Batman: Arkham City - Ps3 
Action Adventure
PC (Windows) / PlayStation 3 / XBox 360
Rocksteady Studios
October 18, 2011 (PS3, XBox 360)
November 15, 2011 (PC)

review by Nylmar Garcia
 aka nrg500
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some enemies can only be defeated 
using specific attack patterns. These 
include enemies wearing body 
armor, carrying shields, and those 
armed with electric baton. enemies 
carrying knives also require a dif-
ferent counter move. Gang fights 
are also very entertaining. there 
are parts of the game where more 
than 10 enemies of different types 
will gang up on you. Sometimes, 
ordinary enemies will be accompa-
nied by titan-enhanced enemies 
which are tougher and require a bit 
different tactic. To add more variety, 
you can use your gadgets in combat. 
you can use the bat claw to disarm 
enemies carrying guns or throw 
freeze grenades to temporarily para-
lyze enemies. throwing batarangs 
during a combo can also be done to 
add variety. you earn XP after each 
fight and you need XP to upgrade 
your gadgets, armor, and combat 
abilities. the higher combo multi-
plier you get, the bigger the XP you 
earn. Using varied attacks also gives 
you additional XP.there is nothing 
much to tell about the boss fights, 
they are too easy. The only boss fight 
that somehow gave me a challenge 

is the fight with Mr. Freeze. If you 
have downloaded the catwoman 
DLC, the fight with Two Face is also 
somehow challenging.

Like in the first game, there are 
sections of the game where stealth 
is required. beating up unarmed 
enemies is fun and easy but taking 
enemies armed with guns head on 
is suicide. you have to plan out your 
attacks by using Detective Mode to 
detect the location of the enemies 
and determine which enemies are 
armed with guns. you can do silent 
takedowns by sneaking behind an 
enemy. Silent takedowns can also 
be executed while hanging from 
a ledge, while hiding under floor 
grates, or while behind thin wooden 
sheets. you can also use vantage 
points to execute silent takedowns. 
Sounds too easy? in this sequel, 
some enemies will be carrying 
thermal sensors which allows them 
to detect you even if you are hiding 
in the dark or on a vantage point. 
vantage points are locations where 
you have a better view of the area. 
another addition are the enemies 
carrying signal jammers. if enemies 
with signal jammers are present in 

the area, you cannot use Detective 
Mode. So, you have to take these 
enemies out first before dealing with 
the rest. if you get caught, you can 
use smoke bombs to hide yourself 
and quickly change positions. Smoke 
bombs last for a few seconds only 
but you can take this opportunity to 
take down enemies blinded in the 
smoke.

arkham city is not that big com-
pared to liberty city in Grand theft 
auto but it is detailed. Swinging and 
gliding from building to building 
is a satisfying experience. the story 
missions pop up one by one on the 
map as the game progresses. to keep 
the game entertaining, there are 
also side missions, riddler trophy 
hunting, and rescue missions. the 
rescue missions randomly appear on 
the map and just involve rescuing of 
political prisoners being harrassed 
by thugs. Side missions vary from 
locating items to locating clues that 
leads to other villains in the game 
like Deadshot. the good thing about 
riddler trophies is not locating them 
but acquiring them. they are easily 
seen throughout arkham city but 
most of them requires you to solve 
puzzles and mazes. riddler trophies 
unlocks riddler challenges that are 
accessed outside the Story mode. ar 
(augmented reality) training mis-
sions are also scattered on the map. 
completing these unlocks useful 
upgrades

unlike in other action games, 
there would still be a lot to do after 
you finish the game for the first 
time. You can finish remaining side 
missions or acquire the other rid-
dler trophies. even if you completed 
all the side missions and acquired 
all the riddler trophies, riddler’s 
revenge would keep you busy. 
this is accessed separate from the 
Story mode and is divided in 2 main 
categories - randked challenges, 
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A variety of alternative suits for Batman were revealed on August 
1, 2011 including suit designs the character has worn in The Dark 
Knight Returns, Batman: Earth One, the Bronze Age of Comics, Bat-
man: The Animated Series, and Batman Beyond.



Arkham City is 
not that big...  

but it is detailed. 
Swinging and gliding 
from building to 
building is a satisfying 
experience.

campaign, and custom challenges. 
ranked challenges have combat 
maps and Predator maps. com-
bat maps have 4 rounds each. the 
number of enemies increase after 
each round and your  main objective 
is to beat them all while gaining the 
highest score possible. in Predator 
maps, the objective is still the same 
but all the enemies are armed with 
guns so you have use stealth and 
finish it in the shortest time possible. 
now, let’s move on to campaign. it 
is basically a combination of combat 
maps and Predator maps that you 
must beat in succession. handicaps 
are introduced to make things more 
challenging.

the game comes along with a 
free Dlc (if you bought a brand new 
copy) that enables you to play as cat-
woman in Story mode and in rid-
dler’s revenge. catwoman doesn’t 
have a separate Story mode but the 
game automatically switches to cat-
woman as the story progresses. cat-
woman has a different set of attacks 
and gadgets but the core combat 
system is still the same. catwoman 
is more agile but it is also more 
vulnerable to attacks. Her armor up-
grades are also limited so you’ll die 
more easily if you are careless. also, 
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certain riddler trophies can only be 
acquired using catwoman. lastly, 
there is the new Game Plus which 
further improves the replay value of 
this game. this is the same as Story 
mode but enemies are tougher and 
the counter icon is gone so you have 
to carefully observe enemies’ move-
ments to get you counter attacks 
right.

 VERDICT
Don’t let the easy boss fights 

turn you away. if you are a big fan 
of Batman and you loved the first 
game, batman: arkham city is for 
sure to please you. with a great 
replay value, you’d still be coming 

back for more even after your 1st 
and 2nd  playthrough.

SUMMaRY:
The Good

• the already great combat 
system of the first game is further 
improved

• varied enemies
• fighting more than 10 enemies 

at once is fun and satisfying
• side missions offer variety
• you can play as Catwoman in 

Story mode (free Dlc)
• great replay value

The Bad
• boss fights are easy

The Collector’s Edition contains a Batman statue by Kotobukiya, a col-
lectible art book, Batman: Arkham City – The Album from WaterTower 
Music, the animated film Batman: Gotham Knight, the The Dark Knight 
Returns skin and the Penguin-themed “Iceberg Lounge” challenge map.



Bulletstorm  
Review

by Jonas Martinez  
     aka redwing0001

if ever there was something 
unique about this game, it is the 
game play. unfortunately the story 
was sooooooooo shallow that the 
gameplay was the only thing that 
kept this game from being unin-
stalled. the unique aspect of the 
game is what is known as skillshot. 
like what its name implies, skill 
with a weapon; kill in more ways 
than one and oh, you have a badass 
leash with you to add more fun to 
that killer grin in your face. 

what the hell is a leash? well it 
is an energy whiplash type weapon 
that allows you to bring someone 
over very quickly from medium dis-
tances depending on what upgrade 
you made to it. you also have a vast 
arsenal of weapons to use; so many 
that you may have to decide to drop 
other weapons if you find something 
new. You will also find out that there 
are certain weapons that are more 
effective in certain opponents than 
others. Find out which is the most ef-
fective for it and switch immediately. 

the only problem with this is 
that the game will only allow you to 
use two weapons at any time even 

though you can choose from your 
arsenal of 8 weapons that you can 
pick from and more weapons that 
you can pick up and use and then 
throw away afterwards. 

the game graphics is relatively 

good for a game of this nature with 
not much slowdown even when so 
many things are moving, flying and/
or being thrown back and forth. it 
uses the unreal engine so the graphics 
are topnotch. even when you have a 

Bulletstorm has received a rather positive reception from 
critics. The game scored 9.1/10 from CVG, 8/10 from IGN, 
9/10 from Eurogamer, 9.25/10 from Game Informer,  
10/10 from GamesRadar, and 8/10 from Jeuxvideo.
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lot of things flying around the frame, 
rates do not go down that much.

like i said earlier, bulletstorm is 
centered around the skillshots. it is 
how you kill an opponent that gives 
you points to use in upgrading your 
weapons later for the badder bosses. 
comments on other aspects aren’t 
worth mentioning since there are no 
other things besides skillshots. 

it is just all the other FPS game 
that anyone has played; the only dif-
ference is how you play it. imagine 
God of war but FPS and you use a 
gun on the other hand instead of us-
ing whips or chain whips.

Something like that. the story of 
bulletstorm is standard fare for most 
games. you are part of a mercenary 
group working for the usual boss...
anonymous of course. You find out 
you have been killing the wrong 
group of people; you seek revenge. 
you get stranded on a planet that has 
a ticking time bomb just waiting for 
someone which includes you to turn it 
on. Just play the darn game to find out 
why and then fight your way to get 
out of there and fight the level boss.

Standard fare, the only differ-
ence is the achievement of getting all 
types of skillshots while you are at it. 
i think it was designed more for the 
multiplayer than single campaign 
players like me. 

i still prefer playing Singularity or 
Portal or hell, they hunger. the half 
life mod has better content than this. 
over all, it is a nice game to play once, 
but over and over? why and what for? 

For consoles this game is good 
for button mashing but for PCs, it 
lacks finesse even though it was not 
supposed to have one.

i give this game a med-med 
rating only because of the violent 
nature of the game and the skillshots 
and the dark humor they have. 
otherwise, low-low-med ratings- or 
simply put, skip it. 

Duke nukem

by Jonas Martinez  
     aka redwing0001

Damn this name 
refuses to die. For 
those who do not 
know this fellow, 
Duke nukem is a 
character that 3D 
realms published on  
a wide variety of 
games, starting from 
a side scroller of 
the same name and 
several FPS games 
afterwards.

During the 1990s, 
his name became 
synonymous with “in 
your face” one liners. 
Most of his games had 
those even before they 
could verbally talk; it’s 
just displayed on the screen. when 
Duke nukem 3D came out, he had 
tons of one liners often derived from 
most movies that came out before 
like ah’nulds from Predator, ellen 
ripley’s from aliens and a host of 
other movies.

the only thing that’s lame 
on this game was Duke’s voice. it 
sounded really ‘80s. i mean he really 
sounds awful. and to hear his one 
liners with that voice? ugh! So i just 
concentrated on the gameplay aspect 
and ignored his annoying Sylvester 
Stallonisque murmurs. Stallone him-
self may have said it better than this 
guy who voiced Duke.

i have heard the old Duke 
nukem voice and it may possible 
that the same person voiced the new 
Duke, but still, it just sounds lame...
the old Duke just sounded way bet-
ter.

that said, the game itself is, well, 

Duke nukem. you have women; 
big breasts; pig cops; alien pig cops; 
huge level bosses and; a lot of big, 
bad weapons to use plus an addition 
that i have never thought would be 
used in a Duke game; a third person 
driving game featuring Duke.

that part of the game is actually 
quite nice. with regards to the rest 
of the game, it is standard fare for 
a Duke game. the only things that 
changed were the game engine and 
graphics. the game is quite long in 
the sense that there are a lot of go-
ings on within the game and, for a 
Duke game; you need to use strategy 
to get to the next level.

controls are quite standard 
for an FPS game. in fact, it uses the 
same exact FPS control layout that 
most FPS games use. you can set and 
change any keyboard, gamepad or 
joystick control that you have and 
use it.
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Graphics is quite nice with the 
game running on unreal game 
engine. like any game running on 
this game engine, graphics is smooth 
with the usual checkpoint system in 
place. i really cannot say anything 
else because it is a Duke nukem 
game. you are not supposed to com-
ment on what a Duke game contains, 
you just play it.

i mean Duke stands for women 
(yeah, right) as he himself says that 
he is God’s gift to women, at least in 
the game that’s true. ‘cos in real life, 
i am God’s gift to women. hehe. i 
wish. So do we all.   

the game itself is crap; it’s just 
that it’s a Duke nukem game. you 
do not rate a Duke nukem game 
the same way you rate half life 2. 
because it’s Duke. he is a punk ass 
bitch after all and do kick alien ass 
as expected. 

My rates are low-low-med just 
because of the crappy way they 
voiced Duke on this game. Play it to 
find out. I’m the Duke, bitch!  

Duke Nukem Forever received a mixed to negative reception upon release. Aggre-
gating review websites GameRankings and Metacritic calculated the PlayStation 3 
version to be 49.21% and 51/100, the Xbox 360 version 49.15% and 49/100, and the 
PC version 48.52% and 54/100.
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Pag nakakakita ako ng mga 
basurero, lagi kong naalala 
nung bata pa ako kasi ganyan 

din ako dati. hindi naman talaga 
na basurero pero namumulot din 
ako ng mga tanso at bakal para may 
pang gastos lang... hehe… Grade 3 
kasi ako noon nung mamatay father 
ko sa cancer. hinde naman talaga 
kami sobrang mahirap pero naghi-
rap ng husto dahil nga magastos ang 
sakit ng tatay ko. Si nanay naman 
magmula noon eh pinasok lahat ng 
pagkakakitaan at sa pagiging real 
estate agent siya tumagal.

apat kaming magkakapatid; si 
ate; ako; pangatlo naming kapatid 
ay lalaki din katulad ko at; bunsong 
babae. nung namatay father ko, baby 
pa bunso namin; 8 months old pa 
lang. naaalala ko pa na sa kapitba-
hay pa pinapaalagaan pag umaalis 
nanay ko para magtrabaho. Since ako 
ang panganay na lalaki, natanim sa 
isip ko na dapat akong tumulong sa 
buhay namin... 10 years old palang 
ako nung nagumpisa akong man-
galakal... una papulot-pulot lang ng 
mga bakal, tanso or kung anu-anong 
mabebenta sa junkshop para magka-
roon naman kaming magkakapatid 
ng pang merienda. tuwing alas 
kwatro ng umaga (4aM), pumu-
punta nako sa palengke ng Marikina. 
nilalakad ko mga tatlong kilometro 
(3KM) yata halos ang layo mula sa 

bahay namin para bumili ng plastic 
bag. Pakatapos, yung binili kong 
plastic bag eh ibinibenta ko naman 
sa mga namimili sa palengke. Siguro 
naman nakakita na kayo ng ga-
noon. Minsan nauubos naman yung 
tinda ko pero minsan din alas diyes 
(10aM) na, hinde pa nauubos kaya 
hinde ako makauwi kaagad. Siguro 
tumutubo din ako ng dalawang piso 
noon pero ang puhunan ko ay 1.25 
lang para sa singkwentang piraso (50 
pcs) na plastic bag.

kilometro (3-5KM) ang layo bago 
bumalik. Meroong araw na hindi ko 
rin napapaubos ang tinda ko kasi 
papasok na ako sa eskwela.

nung medyo nagbibinatilyo na 
ako, natural na nakakaramdam nako 
ng hiya kaya nag-isip naman ako ng 
ibang pagkakakitaan. naging karga-
dor ako sa palengke at nagbubuhat 
ng mga gulay. Pagminsan yung mga 
namimili, kung hindi nila kayang 
buhatin yung binili nila eh sakin 
nagpapakarga tapos bahala nalang 
sila kung magkano yung ibibigay 
nila sa akin.

natural sa kabataan, meron din 
naman akong mga pangarap sa 

sarili ko. nauso dati kasi yung bMX 
na bisikleta kaya nag ipon ako talaga 
ng pera. naging mananahi ako ng 
sapatos sa amin kasi, may kapitbahay 
kaming kumukuha ng “gawa” (sub-
contractor kasi sya) tapos idi-distrib-
ute nya sa amin yung “gawa” para 
tahiin namin. Mahigit dalawang taon 
ko din natapos yung kinukumpuni 
kong bike na puro lokal lahat ng 
piyesa pero masayang-masaya ako 
nuon kasi yun ang kauna-unahang 
kong pundar sa buhay.

nung nag 17 ako, gusto kong 
maging tricyce driver pero di pa 
pwede kasi ayaw akong payagan 
magkaroon ng lisensya, kaya ang 
ginawa ko umuwi ako sa probinsya 
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May Yaman sa Basura

by Jun Bulusan 
    aka othersideofme

Editor’s note: Here’s an inspiring success story 
of TPC member Jun Bulusan aka othersideof-
me about his childhood experiences and how 
he and his family overcame the hardships and 
trials of life to become a Mechanical Engi-
neer graduate and now an expat working in 
Shanghai, China.  

“In time of test, 
family is best.”

      -Burmese Proverb 
Sinubukan ko rin magtinda ng 

pandesal sa madaling araw. Mabigat 
pala yun kasi wala naman akong 
bisikletang gamit kaya lata na mala-
ki ang dala-dala ko. May araw na 
hahango ako ng 100 pcs na pandesal 
sa bakery tapos meron akong diyes 
sentimos (10cents) na tubo sa bawat 
trentang sentimos (30 cents) na pan-
desal dahil tatlo piso pa kasi presyo 
ng pandesal noon eh kaya kung 
makabenta ka ng piso, may beinte 
singko (25 cents) akong tubo. ilalako 
ko yun simula ng madaling araw 
hanggang sa maubos, nakakarat-
ing ako ng tatlo hanggang limang 



namin para tumulong mag-ani ng 
palay. Makate pala yun!! Mahigit 
isang buwan din akong nagbuhat 
ng mga sako ng palay tapos doon 
na rin ako kumuha ng lisensya sa 
probinsya at nakalusot naman na 
kahit 17 pa lang ako. bumalik nako 
sa amin at naging tricycle driver ng 
mga dalawang taon tapos medyo 
nagkaroon ng malaki-laking com-
mission si ermat sa pagbe-benta ng 
lupa kaya nakabili kami ng second 
hand na pang pasada. naawa kasi 
ako sa ate ko nuon. ang payat-payat 
tapos sabay kaming nagtatrabaho 
sa Goodah sa Greenhills kung saan 
ang manager ay kakilala ng nanay ko 
kaya kami nakapasok. naaalala ko 
pa dati, Marikina bus ang sinasakyan 
namin at pag uwian na at rush hour 
sa cubao nuon, takbuhan kami para 
lang makasakay. Kaso nga lang, si 
ate eh lalampa-lampa, di ko naman 
kasi masisi dahil ang payat kasi kaya 
di makatakbo, ang mga tao naman 
iniisip din nila ang kanilang sarili 
kaya unahan sa pagsakay ng bus 
tuloy pagminsan dalawang oras bago 
kami makasakay pauwi. isang beses 
nga naiwan ako ng bus kasi pinauna 
kong pinasakay yung ate ko tapos 
ako hinabol ko nalang yung bus pero 
sa anonas ko na naabutan..lol 

nuong 4th year high school 
student ako, si ate naman ay gradu-
ate na. Kahit papaano kaya naman 
pag-aralin ng nanay ko yung ate ko 
ng college. accountancy kinuha nya 
sa PSba. Since malaki ang gastos 
tulad ng tuition, di kaya ng nanay ko 
ang gastusin lahat kasi apat kaming 
nag-aaral, bagamat public lang kam-
ing magkakapatid, magastos pa rin 
ang pang-araw araw na baon kaya 
naman ako, bago pumasok sa school 
eh namamasada muna ako at pagka-
galing sa school deresto pasada ulit 
para naman may pamasahe at baon 
ang ate ko pati mga kapatid kong 
nag-aaral sa elementary.

nung naka graduate ako ng 
highschool, di kaya ni nanay magpa-
aral ng dalawang college students, 
kaya natigil muna ako ng dalawang 
taon. Puro pasada lang ginawa ko sa 
buhay ko. hindi ko naranasan maki-
pagbarkada dahil wala na akong pa-
nahon para dun. Pero kahit papaano, 
nakaka jackpot naman si ermat pag 
nagkakaroon sya ng commission na 
malaki kaya tuloy, nakapag-aral din 
ako ng vocational na electromechani-
cal. natural kayod dito kayod doon 
ang ginagawa ko para may pang 
suporta sa sarili at sa mga kapatid ko 
kahit baon man lang nila sa pang-
araw araw. Pumasok ako sa tropi-
cal hut, wendy’s, cindy’s, Jollibee... 
halos lahat na yata ng fast food chain 
eh napasukan ko na...hahaha! ayun 
sa wakas, naka graduate din ako ng 
2 year vocational course at si ate na-
man naka graduate na rin ng college. 

Gusto na ni ate noon na mag-
trabaho bilang book keeper kasi 

naman naaawa na rin sya sa nanay 
ko na laging pagod sa pagta-trabaho 
at halos di na kami maasikasong 
magka-kapatid pero sabi ng nanay 
ko eh igagapang daw nya kami 
para makapag-review since sayang 
naman dahil matalino si ate. ako 
naman mahina utak ko kaya wa-
lang pag-asa sa akin..lol! [editor: 
humble pa.] ayun nakapag review 

si ate at ako naman nagta-trabaho 
na sa isang pabrika noon sa cainta. 
natural tumutulong pa rin ako sa 
gastusin hanggang sa makapasa si 
ate sa board exam, Sa wakas, cPa 
na sya, kaya naman tuwang tuwa 
ang nanay ko at proud na proud, 
nagkatrabaho si ate at napasok sa 
SGv. Miske na barat magpa-sweldo 
ang SGv eh kahit papano, malaki na 
sa amin yon kaya naman pinahinto 
ako ni ate mag trabaho kasi sabi nya 
ipagpatuloy ko daw ng college ang 
natapos kong vocational para hindi 
habambuhay ay factory worker ako. 
nung una, ayaw kong pumayag kasi 
naman mare-regular nako sa factory 
na pinapasukan ko pero sa bandang 
huli eh na kumbinse nila akong ipag-
patuloy sa college yung tinapos ko.

beinte dos anyos nako noon, 
medyo matanda na para sa isang 1st 
year college pero di naman halata 
kasi baby face ako eh. lol. [editor: 
hindi pala humble… hehe] Kaya na-
man di napansin ng mga classmate 
ko na gurang na ako. hahaha! Sa 
t.i.P. ako nga-aral noon sa cubao at 
ang kinuha kong kurso ay mechani-
cal engineering. Mga 40 units din 
naman yung na-credit sa curriculum 
ko kaya naging irregular ako. Si ate 
ang tumutustos sa akin noon; baon 
pati tuition, pero minsan, nama-
masada pa rin ako ng tricycle namin 
para sa additional na gastusin. Sa 
wakas o malas, natuto rin akong 
makipag-barkada nung dumating na 
ako ng 4th year at diyan na ang ka-
lbaryo ko nag umpisa! Puyat palagi 
dahil sa mga projects at design kaya 
natuto akong manigarilyo para 
pampa-tanggal ng stress. yung mga 
kasama ko sa boarding house eh mga 
gumagamit ng drugs kaya pati ako 
ay nadamay na rin. Mga isang taon 
din akong nalulong sa drugs at may 
pagkakataon na naibagsak ko yung 
subject ko, buti nalang swerte naman 
ako at eksaktong natapos ko yung 
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Pumasok ako 
sa Tropical Hut, 

Wendy’s, Cindy’s, 
Jollibee... halos lahat 
na yata ng fast food 
chain eh napasukan 
ko na...
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engineering course ng 5 years kasi 
naman bukod sa may na credit na sa 
akin, nag summer class din ako.

27 years old na ako ng naka 
graduate ng engineering. hindi 
na ako sumubok na mag review at 
kumuha ng board dahil alam ko sa 
sarili ko na di ko kakayanin dahil 
mahina naman ang utak ko. Kung 
tutuusin, kaya lang naman ako pu-
masa dahil masipag lang akong gu-
mawa ng project pero bagsak-bagsak 
din ako sa exam noon, puro nga 3.0 
ang grades ko simula ng tumuntong 
ako ng 4th - 5th year eh, pero at least 
maipagmamalaki ko na sa kabila ng 
pagiging terror ng professor ko, di 
ako nag shift sa industrial engineer-
ing at 14 lang kaming naka graduate 
noong batch 2002, hoowaah!

nakapag-trabaho din ako sa 
isang industrial Plant sa libis bilang 
boiler operator at Maintenance. ako 
naman ang nagpaaral sa bunso nam-
ing babae ng college kasi naman, 
yung dapat na pag-aaralin ko na 
sumunod sa akin na lalaki eh bu-
lakbol din at ayaw mag-aral. Siguro 
mga 4 years din ako duon sa trabaho 
ko. Grabe work duon, pisikal talaga 
at puro pawis at grasa ka araw-araw.  
ang pasok ko noon nagu-umpisa ng 
6aM to 6PM, 12 hours a day at may 
day-off kang isang araw sa week-
days. May panahon na 16 hours ka 
sa trabaho or minsan 24 hours pag 
wala yung ka relyebo mo o absent. 
ang trabaho ko nuon eh 7 days kasi 
pati yung day-off ko eh pinapasukan 
ko kasi nga malaki ang rate. ang 
laki ng pinayat ko nuon dahil bukod 
sa hirap sa trabaho, kulang sa tulog. 
Pati nga holy week at Pasko eh 
nagta-trabaho kami. tuwing bagong 
taon, umaakyat nalang kami sa bu-
bong ng planta para panoorin yung 
mga fireworks sabay kwentuhan. Sa 
ganuong paraan naming dinadama 
ang pasko. Masaya na kami. 

Sa wakas ay naka-graduate 

na rin yung bunso namin at mas 
matalino pa kay ate dahil deans 
lister sya at nung naka-pasa sya sa 
board exam ng cPa, nasa top 20 sya 
pero di naman pinapakita na yun 
dahil hanggang top 10 lang naman 
eh. Minsan nga nakikita ko pa noon 
yung pangalan nya na naka-paskil sa 
harap ng PSba kaya nakaka proud 
talaga na napatapos mo yung isang 
kapatid mo. ayun nakapagtrabho na-
man ng maayos hanggang ngayon.

nung natapos na si bunso, saka 
palang ako nakaramdam ng pagod 
sa buhay. hindi ko namamalayan, 
matanda na pala ako, parang sariwa 
pa sa utak ko noon yung pagtit-
inda ko ng plastic bag sa palengke 
at paglalako ng pandesal. vivid pa 
rin sa utak ko kung sino ang mga 
suki ko at kung anong route ko pag 
naglalako ako. Parang kailan lang…
mabilis talaga ang buhay.

nawalan na ako ng ganang 
magtrabaho kaya ang ginawa ko na-
lang eh mag tayo ng lan shop. nag 
umpisa sa apat hanggang sa lumago. 
naka pag-asawa din ako sa edad na 
29. ang ate ko matanda na rin nung 
naka pag-asawa sa edad na 28 noon 
pero buti nalang at nag kaanak pa 
ng dalawang matatalino at malulu-
sog na bata. May sarili na rin siyang 
bahay at kahit papano, above aver-
age na din ang pamumuhay niya. Si 
misis naman ay sinuwerte sa career 
niya dahil nandito kaming pamilya 
sa Shanghai at parehong nagta-tra-

baho. yung lan shop ko naman ay 
binigay ko nalang sa kapatid ko na 
sumunod sa akin since ayaw naman 
nyang mag-aral at natutuwa naman 
ako dahil napalago niya yung nego-
syong binigay ko sa kanya. Dalawa 
na nga ang branch nya!

Si ermat naman ay matanda 
na pero Director na siya ngayon sa 
isang sikat na realty. Maganda na 
ang sasakyan niya ngayon at may 
driver pang sarili. yung bunso na-
man namin ay na promote. Maganda 
na rin ang buhay pero dalaga pa rin 
at dahil wala namang siyang gina-
gastusan, solong-solo niya sahod 
niya kaya nakakuha na rin siya ng 
condo na hulugan.

naging maginhawa ang buhay 
namin lahat at di na umaasa sa isa’t-
isa. May kanya-kanya kaming bahay 
at sariling sasakyan. bihira nalang 
kaming pamilya magkita-kita dahil 
katulad ko, based sa Shanghai at 
minsanan na lang ako nakakauwi 
sa Pinas; si ate naman ay busy sa 
trabaho niya at sa pamilya. Ganun 
din kapatid ko sa shop niya at bunso 
namin. naaalala ko tuloy na noon 
mahirap pa ang buhay namin, kahit 
walang-wala kaming makain, ay 
sama-sama naman kaming lahat. 
Dati, tuwang-tuwa mga kapatid ko 
pag may pasalubong akong zesto at 
kapkeyk (cup cake) galing sa pama-
masada pero ngayon bihira nalang 
kaming nagkakausap.

Masaya ako ngayon sa estado 
ng buhay ko pero parang feeling ko 
mas masaya ako noon na mahirap 
palang kami kasi magkakasama 
kami noon. hindi ko kasi naranasan 
maging bata noon kaya ngayon ko 
lang hinahanap. ngayon may isa na 
akong anak na lalaki na wala pang 
2 years old kaya talaga namang 
sinusulit ko ang bawat araw na 
magkasama kami. Ganun siguro pag 
tumatanda ka na, nami miss mo ang 
dating araw na nakalipas.

Masaya ako 
ngayon sa esta-

do ng buhay ko pero 
parang mas masaya 
ako noon na mahirap 
palang kami kasi mag-
kakasama kami noon.

Source:  http://www.tipidpc.com/viewtopic.php?tid=68067&page=18



Social networking sites have 
made such a huge impact on 
nearly everyone’s lives i reckon.  

Going by the most popular sites 
over the years, i’ve had accounts in 
Friendster (didn’t really care for it 
‘cos of too many strangers viewing 
my site so i closed my account after a 
few months); next i got an invite 
to join tagged (too many 
perverts so i closed this 
one too); then Multiply 
(and i still have that 
account since my blog 
page is there – in Gie’s 
corner) but i hardly use 
it ever since i got an in-
vite for the umpteenth time 
in Facebook aka Fb and for the 
first time in my life I just couldn’t 
get enough of this site – i was totally, 
irrevocably caught; hook, line and 
sinker like most of you too, yeah? ;D

Fb...where you get reconnected 
with long lost friends and class-
mates in GS, hS and college; what 
a rush it has been to see friends and 
classmates who i’ve grown up with; 
have had crushes with; smoked 
my first cigarette with; drank and 
gotten royally plastered with after 
all these years.  Some...ok most of 
the guys i’ve had a crush on have 
become unrecognizable (huwaaaat??  
that’s him?? oMG he looks like a 
taxi driver now hahaha!  whatever 
happened to the jock that all of us 
girls had a crush on in HS/College??  
eeeks, look at Mr. X – he looks like a 
“botete” with his beer belly) or that 
mean and feeling oh so popular girl 
that we all hated in school (and gosh, 
did you see Ms. FPlP?  She looks 

My Personal  
experience on FB

like an “aparador” now!) – 
hoookaay exage but you get 

my drift, right? hehe...
The different apps that one has 

access to in Fb also kept me on-
line for hours on end but this year, 
a friend of mine added me to an 
advocacy group that kept me online 
till the following day!  The different 
characters that i encountered there – 
wow!  talk about a teleserye coming 
to life and i was one of its main char-
acters!  the power struggles between 
two of the protagonists along with 
threats of hackers (quick change 
your password now and your names 
too; we are being hacked by a “tech-
nie!” – hengh??  ano daw, technie??  
anu yon??!) – it would’ve won an 
emmy if it was a tv series but all 
good things must come to an end at 
the right time otherwise it’ll just die 
a natural death; in short, the drama 
started to pall for me and i real-
ized I have better things to do like...
live a real life so i cut and cut clean 
which is interesting cos it was only 
when i started leaving the groups i 

was added to and removing unused 
apps that i discovered so many new 
things that Fb has added recently 
like the “Extended Profile” option.  

this option allows us to keep 
the apps we want but not have to 
view them each time we look at our 
profiles. Applications left-hand menu 
allows us to control how much we 
do not want our apps to bug us. we 
can totally disable an app from all 
surface of our profile and still get to 
keep it, in Fb’s memory.  apps on the 
left-hand menu also indicate how ac-
tive i want to be with it.  the higher 
the order, the more i am actively 
using the app.  one thing i noticed 
when i dragged apps around, a dark 
grey dotted box will appear with the 
notification, “This box will be in the 
extended portion of your profile.”  
there, i found the key to not mess up 
the hidden app boxes and the ones 
i don’t want hidden.  i also discov-
ered that i could hide my friends list, 
the photos that i got tagged in and 
my wall from being seen by some 
friends.  i have total control and i felt 
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like the Queen of England – “off with 
her head, you’re banned madafa ka!”

So what have i learned from 
Fb over the years that i’ve been a 
member?

1. Fb is habit forming.  in short, 
if you don’t watch it, it can be addict-
ing so learn to prioritize otherwise 
you won’t have a life!

2. Fb makes the world an even 
smaller global village.  you can actu-
ally keep in touch with your friends 
and family in faraway places with 
just one click of your finger which is 
the best thing that i like about it.

3. Fb can actually change how 
you relate to others.  whereas before 
you had difficulty interacting with 
others, Fb makes you Ms. congeni-
ality behind your “enhanced” profile 
pic!

4. Fb allows you to express your 
opinion without being judged.  be-
ing able to post how you feel in your 
status box help boost your confi-
dence.  being able to share some-
thing that you’ve read which is in 
total synch with how you’re feeling 
at that particular moment, makes 
it easier for those who have trouble 
expressing their feelings.

5. Fb is still the “in place” to 
be.  everyone you meet at a party 
or event asks or tells you the same 
thing, “Great meeting you, keep in 
touch please so add me up on Fb!”  
and this is the reason why i will 
never close my account!

6. Fb gives all control freaks and 
pseudo control freaks free reign!  
need i say more? ;-)

FB is habit form-
ing.  In short, if 

you don’t watch it, it 
can be addicting 

Short Description about the Contributor:
Ross Del Rosario aka Extracool is an Electron-
ics and Communications Engineer (ECE) from 
the Mapua Institute of Technology and special-
ized in the field of Information Technology and 
Communications (ICT). He also owns an Inter-
net Café and IT services business. His person-
ality is a mix of all genres with a penchant for 
both the absurd and graphically pleasing. He’s 
the IT professional who’s more into substance 
than structure; the gamer who never finishes a 
game because he often gets lost in the eye-can-
dy and; the sci-fi fanatic who never outgrew his 
passion for what lies beyond the norm.

The phrase got my attention after 
a huge portion of the online 
community had a laugh out of 

another Pinoy meme that is fast go-
ing viral over the social networks. it 
was, as of this writing, already gain-
ing momentum as another contender 
for the recent top meme that got 
immortalized when it reached both 
local and foreign news.

It was no surprise to find myself 
joining the online crowd in creating 
a few of my own version of the latest 
Pinoy Meme to hit the country. the 
five factors were there: 

1. access to a computer with 
internet connection;  

2. an active social networking 
account;

3. A little knowledge on how to 
modify photos; 

4. an explicit sense of humor 
and;

5. A little spare time to waste. 
i’m sure there is more to the list 

but i do believe you already get the 
idea why i got hooked. 

whatever the real story behind 
all of these Pinoy memes, it only 
proves that we Filipinos don’t just 
like to get actively involved in one 
way or another with what’s on the 
news, but we are also humorous and 
uber creative in our ways in venting 
out our frustrations towards a person 
or an idea we find unfavorable or dis-
approving. however, we sometimes 
do go overboard and take things too 
personally thus leading to poor out-
comes and unnecessary outtakes. 

this holds true for most online 
forums and tipidPc is no exception. 
i always encounter a situation where 
a member or two gets too emotion-
ally involved with the comments of a 
few members. we tend to forget that 
we can’t always substantiate the real 
intent of each party just by relying 
on the words or pictures they’ve 
posted on the forums. we become 
tactless and offensive, and do not 
“think before we click.” 

Should we think more like, “i 
am stumped!!!?” or “Done in at the 
very first word!” or “I don’t have 
a goddamn clue what this erudite 
sounding word means.” or “i shall 
just ignore it for the time being and 
try to catch the context later.” or “i 
shall wait for and proceed tentative-
ly to the next posted sentence…”, or 
should we unleash our fury, release 
our God-like powers, and let all our 
frustrations scream out by posting a 
series of rebuttals?

we could be guilty of joining 
a debate where no one wins, and 
everyone ends up losing an online 
buddy or friend. 

Sarcasm indeed goes beyond 

scholastically Deficient but Photoshopically excellent???
(of Pinoy Memes and the Power of the social network)

by Ross Flores Del Rosario 
     aka extracool



words, therefore, they should be ac-
companied by actual facial and body 
gestures and tone of voice before we 
could really interpret its apparent 
meaning. Just like one of the tipidPc 
groups who call each other sis instead 
of bro, it’s simply a friendly show of 
camaraderie and not, solely meant to 
ridicule or make fun of people. 

every incident may have been 
seen, heard, or read out of context or 
may have been exaggerated by the 
media, the critics, or the bloggers out 
there, yet many were so compelled 
to use their creativity or graphic ed-
iting skills (both amateur and expert 
alike) for fun and mockery. actually, 
those memes would have been very 
helpful only if its pure purpose was 
just to get the attention of the people 
involved to open up a medium for 
consultation and recommendations, 
rather than start a stream of deroga-
tory remarks and personal attacks. 
let us not stray from the noble inten-
tion of helping out the misguided 
and only attack the idea or incident 
and not the personalities involved. 
in other words, no judgment calls. 
after all, we have to admit that some 
of those memes out there were re-
ally funny while some, after a few 
polishing, could really work out as 
an exemplary idea too. 

the situation also showed the 
power of the social network. Per-
sonal face-to-face consultations 

are costly to undertake. Setting up 
video-conference calls would still re-
quire you to spend a few bucks and 
it would fail to reach a greater num-
ber of people. Since almost everyone 
has access to a computer, whether 
personally owned or just rented 
from an internet café (a plus for us 
internet café owners), it would be 
more convenient and less expensive 
to tap that resource instead. 

indeed, the online public came in 
droves and it did not cost anything to 
solicit comments and get free airtime 
publicity in the news. if we could 
only use the social network to engage 
people as passionately in many of 
our tasks (government, private cor-
porations, or even personal affairs) 
even before a proposal, a decision or 
a final implementation, then every 
action would indeed be worthy of 
praise. Our ideas would be first sub-
jected to scrutiny and the furnace of 
public opinion to make ownership of 

all decisions wider and more trans-
parent. Public officials will also be 
less sensitive about what is said as it 
will merely be par for the course or a 
part of the natural process.

the aim is to be able to arrive at 
an implementation through a joint in-
tellectual effort and an adaptive man-
ner via social networks. of course, 
in the real world you can’t please 
everybody but at the very least, we 
could get a majority vote (and a less 
irked society) out from that online 
intervention if our goal was submit-
ted with these frameworks.

So the next time we post some-
thing on the internet, expect either a 
consenting response or an outraged 
opinion of objection. we just need 
to collect all the inputs and embrace 
them objectively; exert extra effort to 
please the majority without dimu-
nitizing the minority and; survive 
a somewhat ailing yet collaborative 
democracy.
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We just need to 
collect all the 

inputs and embrace 
them objectively... 
please the majority 
without dimunitizing 
the minority...
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Loving the Smell  
of Lanshops in the Morning

Useful tips  
for Lanshop owners

by Ross Flores Del Rosario 
     aka extracool

About The Contributor:        
An Electronics and Communications En-
gineer (ECE) from the Mapua Institute of 
Technology who specializes in the field of 
Information Technology and Communica-
tions (ICT). He also owns an Internet Café 
and IT services business. His personality is 
a mix of all genres, with a penchant for the 
absurd and graphically pleasing. He’s the 
IT professional who’s more into substance 
than structure, the gamer who never fin-
ishes a game because he often gets lost in 
the eye-candy, and the sci-fi fanatic who 
never outgrew his passion for what lies be-
yond the norm.

As techies, we frequently hang 
out at online tech forums, 
attend tech seminars and 

exhibits, read tech magazines and, 
watch tech videos to get ideas on 
how to improve our skills and gain 
new expertise. as businessmen, we 
also keep a watchful eye for similar 
sources of information where we can 
adopt new concepts that could work 
for our benefit. We are always eager 
to try out new things that’s why 
after some rigid study and survey 
and when time and budget allows, 
we never miss the opportunity to try 
them out. 

It’s natural for us that to see 
something useful out of everything we 
encounter which we can apply in our 
daily activities. Sometimes we subcon-
sciously learn and get ideas even from 
unlikely sources. We may suddenly get 

an inspiration from a friend’s Facebook 
status; from our favorite TV show; from 
online video games; even from the 
noisy kids next door; in fact, anything 
under the sun. 

I give you as an example the ar-
ticles from the TipidPC magazines. Both 
past issues of the TipidPC magazine 
had several tips on how to properly 
setup, manage and maintain a busi-
ness, specifically in our case, a LAN 
Shop or Internet Café business. I have 
listed down a few examples quoting all 
the article contributors:

“Maybe instead of impressing, all 
we need is just to get visitors and 
onlookers curious” – ReB

Although many of our customers 
still look into the aesthetics or physical 
appearance, we could still arouse their 
interests or curiosity without spend-
ing too much. We don’t really need to 
impress them with expensive computer 
casings or monitors. We could just do 
some modifications to our casings to 
make them look more interesting. We 
could just repaint, add some carbon 
fiber skin, install some exhaust fans 
with colorful LEDs, or even just stick 
some colorful customized posters 
advertising our products and services 
on the sides of the casings. We need 

to get the attention of prospective 
customers the moment they walk in to 
our shop. They may hesitate to come in 
if they see that our casings look cheap, 
are not even similar to one another, or 
worst, old and already rusty. It projects 
a bad image. Having similar type and 
size of monitors, even though it’s the 
cheapest brand, would also create a 
good impression and avoid customers 
being too picky by preferring a larger 
widescreen monitor over the smaller 
ones. We could also design customized 
wallpapers or screen savers promoting 
our shop. The trick is to just regularly 
make things look more for less.

 “Remember, music is life. No place 
or moment is complete without mu-
sic”. – Mixmasta

Having on-air music playing allows 
a soothing ambiance and helps keep 
the mood until the moment a customer 
goes out. It’s up to us what music we 
want to play depending on the type of 
image you want to project. Music can 
sooth even the savage beasts, so we 
may even see our muscular customers 
tapping their feet to the beat of the 
latest pop music.

 “If you ask me what the safe over-
clocking voltage is, the answer is 
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there is no actual or fixed value” – 
Bartman1973

Only we could decide on how 
high we would go in choosing the 
appropriate specifications for our PCs. 
Buying the state-of-the art video card, 
maximizing our memory to several 
gigabytes, or choosing a quad-core 
processor, may not be necessary if our 
market is not really into hard-core gam-
ing which requires optimum process-
ing power. There are motherboards 
with on-board videos capable enough 
to play all the online games so it’s no 
longer necessary to buy a dedicated 
video card which will just add to our 
electricity cost. We do not need to 
provide more than what the minimum 
game requirements dictates or what 
the target market demands. We should 
not be envious of other shops which 
boasts of high-end PC parts because in 
reality it may be too much for our spe-
cific needs. The excess in power would 
turn out to be just useless and a waste 
of money for us. 

“When it comes to power, I am 
ready” – incubus_boy08

Inspect our main power sources or 
electrical outlets. If we rented a place 
where it still has the traditional and old 
fuse boxes installed in the main switch, 
we should replace them with the more 
reliable circuit breakers. It is better that 
we hire a licensed electrician to design, 
calculate and setup the proper electri-
cal layout. Never scrimp on the electri-
cal layout of the place. Three words: 
Fire aint cool. 

“I had difficulty finding the USB 
configuration… I tweaked the mobo 
myself only to end up with a broken 
USB port…only when I read the 
manual that I realized I should have 
done this and that“– doveglion

Most of the time we take for granted 
the “instruction manual” or, in our case, 
neglect to thoroughly read contracts 

because we assumed everything was 
standard.  We may fail to read the details 
or fine prints in a contract with our les-
sor.  Avoid unwanted additional loss or 
cost by taking extra time to read. 

“You cannot just work on the same 
thing for years on end. There has to 
be an improvement in what you do, 
and how you do it. “– redwing0001

Do not be complacent on how we 
currently do things even though we 
believe we already have the best ways 
available.  Everything changes and thus 
needs a complete overhaul every now 
in order to adapt. Do not stop to learn 
and try out new things. 

“The warranty covers just the unit 
and not the data stored” – annot

Remember to backup our precious 
and pertinent data. All those impor-
tant data files, graphic templates and 
layouts, rendered videos et al, might 
get corrupted or lost if our PC suddenly 
goes kaput. Create a backup or cloned 
image of our current system. The 
vendor would be able replace our hard 
drive in just a few days if it’s still under 
warranty.

“You could’ve just been shooting in 
“auto” mode, but now you want to 
up the ante …… going all the way to 
full manual mode” – wheelee

There’s nothing wrong about think-
ing of ways on how to level up and go 
above and beyond the standard rules.  
Instead of just letting our customers 
play against each other on their own, 
we may want to organize a gaming 
event at our shop where prizes are at 
stake. A prize would encourage the 
occasional or seasoned players to play 
more so they would be ready for profes-
sional competitions.  This would also 
attract customers of other shops nearby 
who are dying for some new oppo-
nents. We could also communicate with 
other LAN Shop owners and arrange a 

competition among the best teams of 
each shop. These activities would gen-
erate additional interest in our shop and 
increase traffic because people would 
be visiting more often and checking for 
upcoming similar events.

“Starting with the basics to see and 
make things work is as important as 
having an optimized solution… to 
your problem” – xteamobsidianx

Sometimes we aim too high in all 
our endeavors that we neglect to deal 
with the basic necessities. We were too 
engrossed in choosing the top of the 
line hardware, and the fastest Internet 
connection, that we forget to include 
in our plans the provisions to make our 
customers stay in our establishment 
more pleasant. Examples are provid-
ing for a clean and fragrant toilet, a 
well-lit room with good ventilation, 
comfy chairs and tables with enough 
keyboard/mouse space, and partitions 
with enough elbow room, a waiting 
area with available seats, etc.  Many of 
us often make the mistake of sacrificing 
these basic needs so that we could put 
our money more on our main prod-
uct or service. We fail to realize that 
customers tend to stay longer and visit 
more often, a shop that provides ame-
nities that will make their stay more 
pleasant and comfortable.

“If you’ve got something to say, you 
might as well say it clearly” – red-
wing0001

It is a good move to work on our so-
cial etiquette and manner of speaking. 
When a customer needs assistance, they 
would be more appreciative if we could 
explain clearly and accurately.  Some 
people may get impressed if we use 
highfaluting words but be ready also 
to step down and explain in layman’s 
term. Our customers can sense from our 
voice if we are sincere and eager to help 
them. Customers like it if we take time 
to patiently address their needs.
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“Being online… has made life a 
whole lot easier… however, that 
doesn’t mean that we invest three 
quarters of our time in the online 
world.” – SYSTEM_MaNaGER

We should go out and see the real 
world. We should take a look at other 
businesses, most especially the newly 
built ones. It is not enough to inquire in 
forums because we may not be get-
ting real life information or the others 
telling the stories may be seeing things 
differently.  The online world may not 
be truthful enough to reveal all their 
trade secrets. Sometimes, we are fooled 
by too much hype and online market-
ing gimmicks of a few, we miss out on 
the real and potential opportunities. 
Remember that there are scammers 
everywhere so we shouldn’t be fooled 
by their social engineering tactics.

 “Even if you’re running a complete 
suite of computer security, in 99 
times out of 100, the user’s own 
behavior turns out to be the source 
of unwanted malware software” – 
ParticleX

This is a common case of user 
problem. True enough, even though 
we have invested on the best comput-
ers or the fastest Internet connection, 
99% of the problems encountered by 
our customers in our shops are usually 
out of their own mistake. However, we 
should not humiliate our customers or 
make them feel bad or awkward if we 
discover their mistake. 

“a well motivated hacker can still 
break into a system regardless of 
your defenses” – ParticleX

Investing on the most expensive 
padlock, thick metal grills and roll-up 
sliding doors, and even CCTV security 
cameras, would never be enough for 
the evil elements of society who insists 
on breaking in to steal our precious 
investment. They are popularly known 
as the “bolt-cutter gang”. If they can’t 

break our padlock, they will instead 
destroy the metals holding our padlock 
together using an acetylene torch. 
There were even similar crimes com-
mitted even during broad daylight like 
robbery holdup, snatching of LCD mon-
itors, looting memory modules, etc.  It 
is always preferred to have someone 
stay and guard your property.

“The primary object is the reason 
the picture is being made in the first 
place, therefore all other elements 
should merely support and empha-
size the main object “– aresdi

We are supposed to be running a 
computer shop, and not a carinderia 
or a school and office supplies store, or 
even a bakery. Although it is an excel-
lent idea to provide additional ameni-
ties and to equip our shop with many 
services not directly computer-related, 
it is not a good scenario if the custom-
ers couldn’t get the primary service as 
advertised. When a customer goes to 
our shop, we would assume that their 
first priority is to gain access to our 
computer services like Internet access, 
scanning, printing, typing job, etc. The 
other services which are not computer-
related should just be there to add con-
venience or extra sources of income but 
should not totally replace the primary 
services. So invest on a backup for your 
Internet connection, printer, etc., so that 

you would not have any downtime.

“This is an unfinished image. Using 
your eye, creativity and style, you 
can further edit the image by adjust-
ing the elements” – nonoy_1969

If the operating system could be 
updated or patched to optimize it, and 
games could be added with new maps 
to keep the players interested, we could 
also do some tweaking to improve our 
services. In printing photos, we could 
probably offer some free retouching 
to improve the picture. We could also 
suggest a better font for their title page 
layout before printing, or offer better 
accompanying music to the videos they 
asked us to edit. These extra services of-
fered for free or with a small fee shows 
we care for our customers by wanting 
only the best for them. 

“The camera sees and records only 
a small isolated part of the larger 
scene, it does not discriminate as we 
do.” – aresdi

We should treat and deal with our 
customers equally regardless who they 
seem to be. We should not judge them 
based on their outward appearance, 
how they dress, how they talk, etc.  We 
had an elderly customer who would 
regularly visit our shop after church 
hours every Sunday. He would always 
look like he just came out of bed, 
complete with “mahangin ba sa labas” 
hairdo, shriveled clothes, and a breath 
smelling so rancid. But, believe it or 
not, he was our number one customer 
in our photo-printing service. He would 
always ask us to enlarge pictures of his 
family and relatives, and print them in 
A4 sizes. He said he was framing and 
hanging them in his walls all over his 
house. This would go on every time he 
had a new set of pictures. Sometimes 
even the oddest looking customers 
tend to be the most desirable.

“I got scammed so many times, it 

Even though it is 
admirable to try 

out new things, we 
should study the pros 
and cons thoroughly 
before we invest our 
hard-earned money.
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wasn’t funny anymore” – Hertz-
blaster

Like any businessman, we try 
our best to get the best deals.  Trad-
ing brand new or second-hand items 
online is already an acceptable way to 
buy or sell items, though it has plenty 
of risks if you are not cautious enough. 
We had our share of being scammed 
by online sellers during our early days 
with TipidPC. It was our fault because 
we bought items without even testing 
them. We were so confident enough 
to trust the sellers because our previ-
ous transactions with other members 
were all smooth and successful. The 
feedback ratings were also unreliable 
as some have even worked hard to 
create several accounts and post fake 
feedback ratings. Now, we have learned 
only to trust sellers who were willing 
to have the items tested or picked up 
from their place of work or residence. 
The premium members were also on 
our priority list. We also prefer to deal 
with members who we have previously 
transacted with.

“an expensive gaming rig is nothing 
more than a brick without a mouse” 
– sledge

Invest on durable PC accessories or 
peripherals. We would hate it so much 
if we keep on replacing a defective 
mouse, keyboard, or headset every 
couple of months. Remember that a 
powerful PC is useless if our customers 
couldn’t even aim the cursor properly, 
the keyboard is losing a key or two, or 
the headset only has sound on one ear.

“PSU is the most important part of 
the build, ironically it is the most 
underrated and ignored” – fakuryu

My former college professors were 
all wrong when they said the heart of 
the PC is the processor. We only realized 
the importance of getting a true-rated 
and branded PSU only when our PC 
parts were starting to fail in just after a 

few months or less than a year. A faulty 
PSU would always be the primary cul-
prit why our hard drive got corrupted 
and already has a clicking sound, or our 
memories got burnt marks.  The PSU 
should be the first priority if we want 
our precious PC parts to last and con-
tinue to perform optimally, especially if 
we intend to get our ROI before our PCs 
goes intermittently problematic.

 “Sure, there is a downside to every-
thing, but the cons aren’t that bad” 
– nrg500

Our business is a non-stop struggle 
towards getting the ROI. Whenever 
we hear news of an impending similar 
business that is about to open nearby, 
we worry a lot. However, it also instills 
a sense of survival instinct because it 
gives us enough reason to pause and 
rethink our strategies. It encourages us 
to add or enhance our services, pushes 
us to socialize more with our customers 
to gain loyalty, drives us to keep well-
maintained equipment and facilities, 
etc. It helps groom us into a better and 
well-rounded businessman.

“But in the long run I realized that 
the best job is if you can mix work 
and fun together”- tantric

We should have chosen this busi-
ness primarily because we enjoy doing 
it, and not just to earn money. Work 
mixed with pleasure is truly enjoyable. 
Work minus the fun factor is either 
a miserable life or a slow agonizing 
death. We chose this as a business 
because we truly love tinkering with 
computers and trying out new games 
and programs. It is our laboratory 
where we could experiment and try 
out new technology. It is our gaming 
center where our kids and us could play 
online or network games. It is a venue 
where we could meet new clients and 
gain friends. It is a life worth living if we 
cherish what we are doing no matter 
the obstacles.

 “Invest in a good dry box to keep 
your equipment in” –wheelee

We already know that we should 
choose a location where there is a 
potential market, or one which is not 
yet saturated by competition, but you 
should also choose a location which 
does not get easily struck by the 
forces of nature. We would hate to see 
ourselves again in the same situation 
where our business sank underwater 
because of a flash flood or a nearby 
dam releasing its excess waters. As 
much as possible always pick a place 
where there is a second floor so that 
we would have somewhere to run for 
such emergencies. Investigate and ask 
around first at the proposed location. 
Check the history of the place if it 
already had previous encounters with 
the wrath of unfriendly weather.

“I realized that making others happy 
is priceless” – autoprimephilippines

It gives us great satisfaction, when-
ever we get to successfully provide 
the necessary service or assistance 
to a customer. We may not be always 
getting a commensurate compensation 
for all the hard work and patience, but 
seeing a customer overjoyed of a fixed 
laptop, or appreciative of our efforts to 
tutor them patiently is reward enough. 
Soon we started receiving invitations 
to their son’s birthday parties, or their 
daughter’s wedding, and even getting 
gifts during Christmas. It is as if we have 
become part of their extended family.

There’s actually plenty more but 
we believe we’ve already proven our 
point when we said there’s always 
one more thing you can do. Even from 
sources that you would least expect 
and sometimes take for granted. It is 
simply up to us if we would keep a well-
rounded and open mind to distinguish 
to see the good and positive things 
instead of the opposite.  Good luck!  





Having made considerable 
progress with my thesis 
which was due the follow-

ing day, i worked diligently until 
midnight when all of a sudden, my 
Pc stopped working. i restarted the 
computer, only to be greeted by a 
blinking cursor and a notification 
that an operating system could not 
be found, aargh! i did some trouble-
shooting and found out that my en-
tire hard drive has been deleted by a 
virus. how can this happen to me!! 
what could i possibly have done to 
avoid this disaster?   

i’ve been in life-and-death situ-
ations where data is critical. i had 
to redo my thesis after a disk crash 
in the wee morning hours. once i 
even had to return home to recopy 
a project when a file got corrupted, 
not to mention other unfortunate Pc 
mishaps. bad trip!  

Safeguarding your data is the 
next important thing to do after pro-
tecting you and your computer from 

Backing Up - still Hard to Do

by Gabriel Quidilla
     aka particleX

the “bad guys.” i learned throughout 
the years that i can’t be complacent 
when it comes to data so i devised 
a backup plan which i make a habit 
of carrying out regularly: i do a full 
backup every month on an offsite 
hard drive hidden in a safe where 
all my critical files are stored. Every 
day i do an incremental backup 
of my laptop files into an external 
hard drive and carry it wherever the 
laptop goes – handy when the laptop 
hard drive would fail itself.

i do have to admit that i’m not a 
big fan of windows’ backup solu-
tion. there are lots of free and paid 
goodies that automatically backup 
your data. i use cobian which is free. 
other popular free backup pro-
grams are comodo, Syncback, and 
eaSeuS.  the three basic backup 
options are Full; incremental and; 
Differential giving the user flexibil-
ity with his choices. Most of these 
programs also compress the backup 
file, therefore, saving space and al-

lowing more backups to fit though 
i have to tell you, it still depends on 
the backup software you choose.

a full backup, as its name im-
plies, backs up all files in the parti-
tion or disk selected by copying all 
disk sectors with data to the backup 
image file. This includes operating 
system files; applications and; set-
tings. you should do a full backup 
at least once a week, together with a 
differential backup or an incremen-
tal backup.

a differential backup backs 
up only the files that were changed 
since the last full backup. it is much 
quicker to do a differential backup 
than a full backup. let’s say you did 
a full backup at the end of the work-
day on a Friday; you could backup at 
the end of the workday on Monday, 
thereby backing up only the files 
changed since Friday.

an incremental backup also 
backs up only the changed data 
but it only backs up the data that 
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has changed since the last backup; 
whether full or differential. Say 
you do an incremental backup on a 
thursday; you will then only backup 
the data changed since wednesday. 
the characteristic of an incremental 
backup is the short time of interval 
between backups, thus less data to 
be backed up; resulting in a smaller, 
faster backup. while it gives you 
the time and flexibility, incremen-
tal backups have the reputation of 
taking longer to restore because the 
backup program has to restore from 
the full backup and all incremental 
backups.

you also have to choose whether 
you should use a cloud-based or an 
offsite/local backup. The two most 
popular free online backup op-
tions are Dropbox and Mozy. Mozy 
installs a small program into your 
computer and alerts you if you want 
to backup at a scheduled time and 
day. Meanwhile, Dropbox enables 
you to access other files from other 
Pcs and keep them synchronized 
across multiple computers. For those 

regularly on the move, the online 
options are a good choice (provid-
ing you have enough bandwidth 
and money, Mozy limits you only 
to 2Gb). For the security-paranoid 
people like me, i’d rather have the 
old school local backup (Such aS?? 
Sorry this seems bitin to me).
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A full system backup using Cobian
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there are also consumer hard 
drives that do backups at a touch 
of a button. Examples are Maxtor’s 
OneTouch; Seagate’s Push button 
backup and; ioGear’s ion. these 
drives simplify the demeaning job 
of backing up manually. the drives 
aren’t cheap, and they range from 
a hundred gigabytes to a few tera-
bytes, storing tens of thousands of 
files.

backing up is never fun, but if it 
is done, it can save you a lot of lost 
time. what’s your backup plan?

There are also 
consumer 

hard drives that do 
backups...Maxtor’s 
OneTouch; Seagate’s 
Pushbutton Backup 
and; IOGear’s ION.
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Budget-FI 
now soUnDs 
CHeAPeR
Bang for buck audio 
for that “tipid” think-
ing audiophile in 
you.

by Carlo Dinglasan 
          aka fakuryu

Do you want a good audio that 
packs a power punch but 
your budget is in low batt 

mode thus finding yourself stuck 
with limited choices? is that bass 
booster or Skullcandy all you can 
think of? were you tangled up in 
blues with the muddy sound of that 
fake beats tour you just bought? 
worry not! there are some ieM (in-
ear monitor) earphones/headphones 
that will surely put a smug on your 
face for a price that’s much less than 
what you’d expect.

i am not an audiophile, just 
someone who loves listening to mu-
sic of different genre (except some 
emocore? haha!) i’m also blessed 
with good ears ‘coz i still can actu-
ally hear y’know but budget wise, 
me not so blessed. i was initiated to 
the audio world with an audiotech-
nica eS7 headphone. this is a very, 
very good headphone in terms of 
quality and price. i also can’t think 
of a sexier looking set of headphones 
currently out in the market. how-
ever, those good looks, excellent 
build and the extremely good sound 
quality comes at a price that is just 

too deep for my pocket and although 
one can find a good 2nd hand pair at 
a fair price just by searching on the 
net, just like our home- tipidpc.com 
or buy and sell mags, i nonetheless, 
have been wishing up to now for a 
unit for myself. 

audio is still and will always be 
dependent on how our ears perceive 
sound. Most musicians have a higher 
level of perception. No matter how 
much i tell you that a chinese brand 
that only costs Php1000 ieMs sounds 
far better than that Php4500 Skullcan-
dy holua you’ve been lusting for, you 
will in all likelihood, still go for that 
Skullcandy (editor’s note: yeah dude 

‘cos skullcandy is eye candy! ;D).  
by the way, before proceeding, 

here’s how i perceive a good portable 
audio set-up should be:

File system quality of your music 
> earphones/headphones > player > 
amplifiers > cables

file system quality: No matter 
how good your setup is, as long as 
your music quality sucks, it will still 
sound like a screaming banshee. 
Fail! whenever you rip your cDs for 
your player, go for the highest qual-
ity which is lossless; in other words, 
Flac or Free lossless audio codec. 
Since FLAC files are unsupported 
by some players and 1 file can be as 
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big as 20Mb, a high bitrate MP3 is 
needed. For my setup, it’s 320Kbps 
all the way. there are plenty of free 
CD rippers/converters in cyberspace 
for your music collection. here’s the 
link to the site i patronize: http://
www.dvdvideosoft.com/products/dvd/
Free-Audio-Converter.htm which is 
free, fast to download and with easy 
to follow instructions. 

Earphones/headphones: a good 
EP/HP can easily help you enjoy and 
appreciate your music even more 
from that thigh thumpin’ lows™, 
that luscious Mids™ and those 
crispy highs!

Player: your PMP or Portable 
Media Player/ DAP or Digital Audio 
Player is no doubt the most im-
portant piece in the setup chain. 
although in my opinion, any player 
would do and you might even enjoy 
those cheap players from a hole-in-
wall PMP or DaP retailer.

Amplifiers: in recent years, 
there was an influx of portable am-
plifiers in the market but, do you re-
ally need them? not much actually, 
unless your EP/HP lacks that oomph. 
(there are EP/HP that needs power 
to be played at their best). there are, 
however, portable amps that can 
change the sound signature of your 
setup and more on this later.

Cables: Some say a change in 
cables can also change how your 
setup sounds. in terms of impor-
tance in the setup chain, this is the 
least important as your audio setup 
can still work without any modded 
cables even if they do look sexy.

WHEN WEIRDOS BECOME EaRDOS   
this is my personal mini review 

on earphones/headphones including 
their appropriate links that i’ve tried 
and which you can buy from the tPc 
community and other local shops. 
but in case you want more extensive 
reviews, google is your friend. 

Earphones
Soundmagic PL11 (Php800): the 

crowd pleaser, the fan favorite and 
a good introduction to good quality 
ieMs in terms of sound. the sound 
quality is clear, the bass is deep and 

pared to the more expensive ones. 
http://www.superlux.com.tw

Brainwavz Beta (Php1300): in 
my opinion, it sounds like the Pl11 
except this has a better clarity; more 
forward midrange; wider separation 
and; bass is slightly better. If you 
listen to rock music a lot, this is one 
of the better choices. http://yourbrain-
wavz.com/betav2.htm

Brainwavz M1 (Php1700 and 
up): the sound signature compared 
with the Beta is warmer, better 
soundstage and, better built (braided 
cables are sexy) (editor’s note: cables 
are sexy?? hehe. well we can’t blame 
you for getting turned on even with 
a bass-ically sexy gadget). a good 
all rounder and is definitely a good 
step-up from the Pl11. http://your-
brainwavz.com/m1.htmMy sister’s rockboxed ipod mini and PL11

Nanite N2 with a Superlux 381F

the build quality is excellent as well. 
a good all rounder and you’ll even 
think it cost a lot more for what it 
brings. if you want bassy ieMs, this 
is a very good choice. http://www.
soundmagic.com.cn/en/products/De-
tails40c33p34.html

Superlux 381f (Php1000):  bal-
anced sounding ieM, with good 
clarity and detail, clear highs and 
nice midrange. Good amount of bass 
too but maybe not enough for bass 
freaks. you do get what you pay for 
but this cheap ieM is often com-

Ishcabible of Headphiles - Brainwavz M1

other ieMs to look for:
Ultimate Ears Mf220 (last 

time i’ve checked, it was around 
Php2000):  another crowd favorite 
like the Pl11 and iMho with the 
standard v-shaped sound signature. 
Good highs, nice mids and have 
punchy bass.

Visang R02/R03 (Php1300-
2500):  now we’re talking! i’ve been 
an owner of an r02 for some time 
now and is definitely a step up from 
my Pl11 and i’ve been spending 
more time with my r02 than my 
headphones. the sound signature 
is combination of the brainwavz M1 
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and the beta. it has excellent highs 
and clarity, deep bass, good amount 
of sub-bass when needed and for-
ward mids. i can’t really say that it is 
a good all rounder since some of my 
rnb music sounds a bit funny but i 
love this better than the M1. I never 
tried the r03 but if what they say 
is true (a notch or two better than 
the R02 and also has a better built), 
i know that i’ll just love it as much 
also. http://www.visang.com.cn/

AKG K311 (Php800) – been 
hunting for this since they came out 
but until now, never got to test one. 
if what they say is true about this 
ear buds with regards to its highs 
and forward midrange, rock music 
lovers will definitely enjoy this. 
http://eu.akg.com/akg-product-detail-eu/
k311.html

Dunu Trident (Php1500) – an-
other good all rounder ieM. had a 
short test with one of these babies 
(adele – Someone like you mp3 
320Kbps) and all i can say it is laid 
back, warm sounding with just the 
right amount of midrange. no real 
idea with the highs and lows though. 
http://www.dunu-topsound.com/trident.
html

Sennheiser PX100-II (Php2800):  
“the best Portable ever”; this hP 
fits right in front of your front shirt 
pocket. like the Koss Porta Pro, the 
PX100-ii is also semi-open and is 
bass dynamic. both sounds the same 
to me except although I find the sub-
bass of the PX100-II just a tad better 
and i like its robust built over the 
Koss. http://www.sennheiser.com/

Sansa Clip+ and Sansa fuze 
(Php2000 - up):  another portable 
player favorite. both are very good 
portable players especially for the 
clip+. the sound signature for both 
is the same. http://www.sandisk.com/
products/sansa-music-and-video-play-
ers/sandisk-sansa-clipplus-mp3-player

The FiiO E6 and the Dunu Trident

Davidson Sacluti - pugotuknene’s well worn 
Koss Porta Pro

Joseph Lim - ceph752 Sennheisier PX100-II 
with modded cables

Headphones
Koss Porta Pro (Php2300):  to 

me, definitely one of the best look-
ing portable headphones ever. been 
in production since 1984 which is a 
testament on how good these are. 
they are semi-open, so there will 
be sound leakage and in turn, you 

are not completely isolated. Good 
amount of bass for bass heads but 
tends to overpower the high and 
mid range for my taste. http://www.
koss.com/en/products/headphones/on-
ear-headphones/PortaPro__Porta_Pro_
On_Ear_Headphone

Superlux HD668B (Php1800):  
one of the best, you’ll think it’s high 
end stuff. It is clear, neutral, trans-
parent and honest. however, you 
need a powerful player or an ampli-
fier to properly drive these. http://
www.superlux.com.tw

My daily posion, an Audiotechinica SJ5 -A 
Nanite N2 with a FiiO E11 amp and a Visang 
R02 IEM

Players
Nanite N2/ Cube C30 (Php2000 - 

up):  One of the best and most afford-
able players out in the market. Small 
and powerful that it can drive most 
EP/HP without a problem. On the 
downside, it’s kinda hard to navi-
gate. http://www.nationiteplayers.com/
nanitePresentation.htm

Sansa Fuze and ipods with expensive amps 
from the Makati Boys meet

The Superlux HD668B
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if you currently own an iPod, 
you can change its firmware via 
rockbox (http://www.rockbox.org/). the 
interface looks much better too and 
you can also rockbox your clip+ and 
Fuze by the way.

amplifiers
fiiO E6 (Php1400):  a pocket 

sized, powerful amplifier which 
has a warm sound signature. it 
is a good entry level amplifier 
for someone on a budget.  http://
www.fiio.com.cn/product/index.
aspx?ID=31&MenuID=020301

Intel overclocking 

by Chris Tacang 
     aka Tacs

1 once you boot up to 
your ueFi bios, this is the page 

you will see: current processor 
speed; rams and; chipset type.

2 overclocking to 5 Ghz in a 
sandy bridge platform is not as 

complicated as the previous genera-
tion. here the only thing you have 
to adjust is the multiplier. 
you can leave the base 
clock at 100 Mhz for sta-
bility purposes. the Sandy 
bridge cPu doesn’t have 
that much of an overclock-
able bclk, the most you 
will get is 107 Mhz and 
that will involve a lot of 
voltage and memory speed 
adjustments. 50x100 is enough for 
now. we enabled the Pll overvoltage 
to bypass intel’s limit on the Sandy 
bridge multiplier. usually we enable 
this when we reach x47, but mileage 
may vary. if you don’t enable this at 5 
Ghz chances are you won’t boot into 
windows. enable Speed step so the 
speed of the cPu will down clock to 
its idle levels when unused. this will 
help with the heat and it has no bear-
ing whatsoever in your over clock 
or stability because the core hasn’t 
changed. usually we don’t adjust 
the turbo boost Power limits in P67 
boards because once you change the 
vcore it is automatically disabled. 
the asrock P67 boards behave dif-
ferently, if you leave it at its default 
state while overclocking, your speed 
will jump all over the place thereby 
causing instability. raising the short 
and long duration as well as the core 
current limits to a high value will 
temporary disable turbo boost. tur-
bo Boost is only beneficial if you run 
on stock clocks, the cPu will jump to 
3.7 Ghz (in the case of 2500K) when 
it is fully loaded. 

3 with a 5 Ghz 2500K overclock, 
you only need to adjust the vcore 

to a stable value. it is a trial and error 
process that will require multiple 
reboots until your cPu is satisfac-
torily stable. in this 2500K’s case, 
we adjusted it to 1.410v. the llc or 
load level calibration is a vdroop 
adjustment. when the cores are fully 
loaded with 100%, the board’s built 
in voltage protection will kick in, it 
will drop the vcore to a lower level 

to help with the heat, but 
at 5ghz it will more than 
likely cause instability 
and bSoD. adjusting it to 
level 1 will tell the board 
to be aggressive and not 
to drop the vcore at load. 
Experiment with differ-
ent llc values until you 
find the right one for your 

overclock. there will be no vdimm 
or DraM voltage adjustment as the 
rams will run at their default speed. 
all the other values are also at auto 
for this overclock.

4 enable all cores and its features, 
even c-States because again, un-

like previous generations, enabling 
this has no bearing whatsoever with 
your stability. one thing i do recom-
mend is to disable cPu thermal 
Throttling to prevent the CPU from 
being efficient when you reach high 
temps like 90c, which you hopefully 
won’t reach!

5 Once you’re satisfied with your 
adjustments to the ueFi, save 

your settings and pray you won’t get 
the dreaded bSoD!

6 Success! the 2500K managed 
to boot into windows at 5 Ghz 

and it managed a faster superpi run 
without suffering from the dreaded 
bSoD. the temps of the cores are 
well within manageable levels, it 
didn’t even reach 70c! 

Melvin Quirino - Sansa Clip+ with a FiiO E5 
amp

fiiO E11 (Php2650):  Pretty 
powerful and driving a headphone 
like the Superlux hD668b is no 
problem. nicely synergizes with a 
bright EP/HP and with a bass boost 
function to add depth. i know bass 
lovers will appreciate this baby. 
http://www.fiio.com.cn/product/index.
aspx?ID=24&MenuID=020301

So dassit, hope my article is in-
formative and helpful! this is dedi-
cated to the TPC Headfi Group who 
gave valuable tips and info for this 
article. i would also like to thank the 
individuals who provided the pics of 
their gears. beers on me! hehe… joke 
lang, tipid audiophile nga ako eh, 
tiPiiiD!! J



What do you do when you 
are faced with the task of 
linking several buildings 

200+ meters apart for data? copper 
(UTP cable) is definitely out since 
the max cable length of utP cable 
is only 100 meters. in this scenario, 
you can’t put in a switch hub every 
100 meters since there is just an open 
field with trees between buildings or 
there are no ideal facilities to install 
the switches.

i was faced with this project 
decision a month ago and i could 
only come up with two solutions; 
use wireless radios like ubiQuiti 
nano station or layout Fiber optic 
cable (Foc). Since bandwidth and 
data security were important for the 
project, wireless was out and Fiber 
optic was the only choice i had left. 

I decided to study fiber optics 
in preparation for this project and 
i would like to share what i have 
learned through this article. i will be 
comparing Foc with copper (utP 
cable) throughout this article so an 
understanding of copper networking 
work comes in handy in order for 
you to appreciate what this whole 
deal is about.

Fiber optics, depending on the 
fiber optic cable used as well as 
the light source, can extend your 
data transmission range to several 
kilometers. Since my needs only 
required linking a few buildings 
together in 2 physically separate 
campus lans, i limited my research 
to what is known as premises wiring 
with the longest FOC span of a little 
over 200 meters. the other type of 

Foc wiring is called outside plant 
wiring which involves spans mea-
sured in kilometers.

COPPER VS FIBER OPTIC CaBLE 
SPEED - the data transmission 

speed of copper using cat6 cable has 
caught up with the usual fiber optic 
speed of 1gigabit per second (gbps). 
i say “usual speed” because the 
currently popular OM2 fiber optic 
standard is rated at 1gbps, similar to 
the speed rating of copper cable cat6 
(cat5e is rated at 100mbps).

For premises wiring, Foc is 
capable of speeds beyond 1gbps. 
oM2 standard is just like the com-
mon cat5e of Foc world. oM2 is 
the cheapest Foc type currently 
available but offers only 1gbps. For 
speeds beyond 1gbps, there is the 
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by Alan Yu aka Alanyu_ph
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Fiber Optic Cable (FOC) in a Nutshell

1. In a FOC, data travels in pulses of light. Fiber 
optic cable span goes beyond 100 meters 
and can be as long as 40 kilometers. Trans-
mission speeds from 1gbps to 40gbps.

2. You need 2 Fiber optic strands for a 2-way 
data communication (Transmit and Re-
ceive). Each fiber optic strand has 1 con-
nector, so a device on each end of a FOC will 
have 2 connectors.

3. A FOC uses media converter (optical to elec-
trical, electrical to optical) to interface with 
switch hubs or PCs.



oM3 standard (more expensive Foc 
with higher quality/purity glass) 
capable of 10gbps on lengths of 300 
meters or less. there is even the oM4 
standard capable of 40 to 100gbps on 
125 meter Foc length. 

CABLE LENGTH – copper has 
a maximum cable length limit of 
100 meters with speed maxing out 
at 1gbps. current Foc technology 
is capable of 40 plus kilometers at 
40gbps (and still increasing in terms 
of distance and speed).

SIGNAL INTERfERENCE - 
Fiber optic data transmission uses 
light in pulses to transmit data and 
these light pulses are not affected 
by EMI/RFI and Voltage surges. We 
know that in lying out unshielded 
twisted pair of utP cables, we have 
to avoid known electrical noise 
sources such as florescent light and 
ground noise in the case of under-
ground utP cables. even bunching 
UTP cables together affect copper 
performance in what is called “alien 
crosstalk” which degrades data 
speed transmission rate.

SECURITY - in terms of data se-
curity concerns, it is easier to breach 
copper data transmission than fiber 
optics.  

DURABILITY and STRENGTH 
– contrary to popular belief, glass 
is stronger than copper. normal 
Foc has a pull-strength of 100 to 
200 pounds compared to coppers’ 25 
pounds. And glass doesn’t corrode/
oxidize.

the downside that i can see for 
fiber optics is the high cost:

1. Focs are more expensive to 
implement than copper on a per 
meter basis for premises wiring. 
however, this only holds true for 
premises wiring. in what is known 
as outside plant data wiring where 
spans of several kilometers are the 
norm, Foc is cheaper to deploy than 
copper. although some Foc may 

be cheaper than copper wire, if we 
just use the medium itself, in terms 
of the cost of the Foc per meter, the 
implementation cost which involves 
labor, connectors, media converters, 
etc. will make Foc implementation 
higher than copper.

2. in copper, we only use un-
shielded or shielded rJ45 as con-
nectors but in Foc, there are many 
different kinds of terminal connec-
tors, all of which are more expensive 
than rJ45 and more time consuming 
to install.

3. in terms of line testing, tools 
and labor required terminating 
Focs, the copper option is a lot 
cheaper and rJ45s are a lot faster 
and easier to install. i can go to any 
cDr King store and buy a utP 
tester, a crimper and stripper, and 
maybe 50pcs of rJ45’s for about 
Php500. For Foc, your Php500 is not 
even enough to buy a Foc connec-
tor crimper. be prepared to invest 
upwards of Php25000 for Foc tools 
and tester/s.

So there, that’s the reason why 
most of us are not using Focs in our 
homes or internet cafés cos presently, 
the wiring is the prohibitive cause of 
deploying Foc. if we can get away 
with having a switch hub every 100 
meters, we will put a switch every 
100m (and bear with the added 
latency issue). 

one thing one should know 
about Foc is that to have bi-direc-
tional data exchange between two 
devices, you need two fiber optic 
cores or strands, 1 for transmit and 
another for receive. at each of these 
strands will be its own connector. So 
there will be two Foc connectors for 
every device, a major difference be-
tween copper and Foc technology.

Another difference between cop-
per and Foc is that in copper, you 
need a pair of wires for electrical 
data transmission (data + and data -); 

in Foc you only need 1 Fo strand to 
carry the pulsating light.

HOW FIBER OPTICS CaBLES 
INTERFaCE WITH COPPER MEDIa

the optical or light pulses are 
translated to electrical bits by media 
converters (optical to electrical, 
electrical to optical). Just like the 
old dial-up modems that translate 
electrical bits into sound, media 
converters are on each end of Foc 
so it could interface with our switch 
hubs or directly to a computer. these 
media converters are either stand-
alone, an add-on to selected switch 
hubs in the form of small form-factor 
pluggable (SFP) aka gigabit interface 
converter (mini-Gbic), or a Pci card 
in your computer.

FIBER OPTIC CaBLE 102
tyPeS oF Fiber oPtic cableS

For copper lan wiring, there is 
one basic cable; the 4 twisted pair. in 
Foc there are 2 basic types; SinGle 
MoDe and Multi MoDe. there 
is actually a third kind but it is an 
emerging Foc standard for vehicles 
which we will not take into consider-
ation here.

Before we get into differences 
between the two, let us take closer 
look at the fiber optic cable. A FOC 
strand is made out of glass, 2 kinds 
of glasses to be exact. the outer 
layer is called the claDDinG and 
the inner glass is called the core. 
imagine the 24awg wire in a utP. if 
you get 1 of the 8 wires, the insulator 
is the claDDinG and the copper 
wire is the core. the core is the 
path for the light; the claDDinG 
keeps the light in the core and pre-
vents it from escaping an insulator 
of some sort. the core and cladding 
are then coated with a protective 
plastic covering called the “primary 
buffer coating” that protects it from 
moisture and other damage. this 
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BUFFER

CORE

CLADDING

buffer doubles the size from 125um 
to 250um.

SINGLE MODE (SM) – is char-
acterized by its smaller diameter 
core, 9micrometer (um) across.  
9/125 as it is referred to – 9um 
core/125um cladding.

MULTI MODE (MM) has a big-
ger core of either 62.5um or 50um 
across; 62.5/125 or 50/125 - core/clad-
ding. recent Foc MM standards 
seem to have revolved around the 
50/125 type.

both SinGle MoDe and Multi 
MoDe have claDDinG of 125um - 
about 5 thousandths of an inch - just 
slightly thicker than human hair.

Single mode FOC 9/125 type is 
used for long distances. the small 
9um core size is smaller than the 
wavelength of the light so the light 
always travels forward and no up-
down diagonal bouncing of light 
happens. Just think of SM like a bul-
let which fits tightly in a gun barrel, 
therefore, the bullet reaches a longer 
distance.

Multi-mode however, is like a 
small bullet; a .22 caliber being shot 
out of a .45 gun barrel. the core 
size of 62.5 or 50 um across is bigger 
than the light wavelength. Multi-
mode is 50/125 and 62.5/125. MM 
can use cheaper light sources such 
as leD as well as laSer. SM uses 
laSer.

LEDs can’t pulse as fast as LA-
SERS. Faster FO systems using MM 

or SM FOCs use LASERS. Improving 
glass purity in FOCs translates to higher 
speed output.

THE FIBER OPTIC CaBLE (FOC)
Since a single fiber optic strand 

is so small (bare fiber is only 125um 
across plus a primary cover which 
makes it 250um). it is normal for 
a Foc to have several cores; more 
than the two cores that is needed 
for one bi-directional data transfer. 
imagine once more your utP cable. 
inside are 8 wires. in a Foc, this 
kind would be called an 8-core cable. 
Since we need two cores to have 
bi-directional communications, you 
can have 4 devices on each end of 
an 8-core Foc. laying out just one 
8-core Foc is like laying out 4 cop-
per utP cables.

there are several kinds of Foc 
designed for various applications but 
they basically fall in either indoor 
or outdoor category. indoor Foc 
is normally covered in PVC for fire 
standard reason. outdoor Focs are 
normally covered by Pe similar to 
the black cable tv coaxial cable.

the strength member (to be used in 
pulling, grounding, and anchoring) 
in my case are two steel wires.

Out Sheath

Loose Tube

Fiber

Filling Compound

Steel-wire 
strength member

Water blocking  
system
Corrugated  
steel tape

  the Pe coating provides good 
insulation against water and uv 
rays of the sun (just like in good 
quality coaxial cables). The 4 fiber 
strands are in a loose tube and the 
strands are just 250um across (50um 
core, 125um cladding and, 250um 
primary buffer). The loose tube is 
filled with a special gel that then 
coats the strands. 

 

 

in my project, i used an outdoor 
armored Foc type characterized by 
Pe (the material used in the black 
StP or cable tv coaxial cable). there 
is a steel cladding beneath the Pe 
coating to protect the strands from 
rodents and a plastic “loose tube” 
filled with gel to lubricate and pro-
vide an additional moisture barrier. 
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KINDS OF FOCS
below is an image of 4 kinds of 

Focs. there are many more other 
than the ones shown in the picture 
and the ones described in the next 
few paragraphs. the image below 
and the next 7 paragraphs are taken 
directly from www.techoptics.com.

Simplex and zip cord: Simplex 
cables are one fibre, tight-buffered 
(coated with a 900 micron buffer 
over the primary buffer coating) 
with Kevlar (aramid yarn) strength 
members and jacketed for indoor 
use. The jacket is usually 3mm (1/8 
in.) diameter. zipcord is simply two 
of these joined with a thin web. 
it’s used mostly for patch cord and 
backplane applications, but zipcord 
can also be used for desktop connec-
tions. 

Distribution cables: they 
contain several tight-buffered fibres 
bundled under the same jacket 
with Kevlar strength members and 
sometimes fibreglass rod reinforce-
ment to stiffen the cable and prevent 
kinking. these cables are small in 
size, and used for short, dry conduit 
runs, riser and plenum applica-
tions. The fibres are double buffered 
and can be directly terminated, but 
because their fibres are not individu-
ally reinforced, these cables need to 
be broken out with a “breakout box” 
or terminated inside a patch panel or 
junction box. 

Breakout cables: they are made 

Cables (L to R): Zipcord, Distribution, Loose Tube, Breakout

of several simplex cables bundled 
together. this is a strong, rugged 
design, but is larger and more ex-
pensive than the distribution cables. 
it is suitable for conduit runs, riser 
and plenum applications. because 
each fibre is individually reinforced, 
this design allows for quick termina-

tion to connectors and does 
not require patch panels or 
boxes. breakout cable can be 
more economic where Fibre 
count isn’t too large and dis-
tances too long, because is 
requires so much less labour 
to terminate. 

Loose tube cables: 
these cables are composed 
of several fibres together in-
side a small polymeric buf-

fer tube or tubes, which are in turn 
wound around a central strength 
member and jacketed, providing a 
small, high fibre count cable. This 
type of cable is ideal for outside 
plant trunking applications, as it can 
be made with the loose tubes filled 
with gel or water absorbent powder 
to prevent harm to the fibres from 
water. it can be used in conduits, 
strung overhead or buried directly 
into the ground. Since the fibres have 
only a thin buffer coating, they must 
be carefully handled and protected 
to prevent damage. 

Ribbon Cable: This cable offers 
the highest packing density, since all 
the fibres are laid out in rows, typi-
cally of 12 fibres, and laid on top of 
each other. This way, 144 fibres only 
has a cross section of about 1/4 inch 
or 6 mm! Some cable designs use a 
“slotted core” with up to 6 of these 
144 fibre ribbon assemblies for 864 
fibres in one cable! Since its outside 
plant cable, it’s gel-filled for water 
blocking.

Armoured Cable: cable in-
stalled by direct burial, in areas 
where rodents are a problem, usu-

ally has metal armouring between 
two jackets to prevent rodent pen-
etration. this means the cable is 
conductive, so it must be grounded 
properly. 

Aerial cable: aerial cables are 
for outside installation on poles. 
they can be lashed to a messenger or 
another cable (common in catv) or 
have metal or aramid strength mem-
bers to make them self supporting.

End of text taken from www.techoptics.
com

FIBER OPTIC CaBLE CONNECTORS
An optical fiber connector ter-

minates the end of an optical fiber. 
there are several types of connectors 
for Focs. an end user would choose 
the connector based on the connec-
tor type of the media converter to be 
used.

 More recent version of Foc con-
nector such as the lc connectors is 
now smaller.

SC connector (duplex version)

LC connector (duplex version)
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 it is important that the connec-
tors are installed properly to reduce 
insertion loss (loss in signal power) 
as well as to reduce return loss (loss 
of signal power resulting from the 
reflection caused at a discontinu-
ity in a transmission line or optical 
fiber).

a good video on the process of 
installing a connector to a Foc can 
be viewed from www.giga-net.co.uk 
under installation videos.

i know of three ways to termi-
nate a Foc:

1. the install and polish method 
that you can see on the link above;

2. involves the use of mechani-
cal splicing and the connection of 
a pigtail ( a commercially available 
cable with your choice of connector 
pre-installed on one end. you need 
to splice (join two Focs into one) 
your cable with the pigtail, a process 
that involves the use of a mechanical 
splicing device;

3. use of fast or no polish con-
nectors. this involves using more 
expensive connectors from vendors 
like 3M and the use of their commer-
cially available special tools in order 
to install such connectors. this pro-
cess involves splicing but the splic-
ing is done inside the connector’s 
ferrule (the body that encapsulates 
the bare Foc in the connector).

FOC SPLICING
Splicing is joining two similar 

types of Foc to make one continu-
ous Foc. i say similar types since 
you can only effectively splice two 
Foc of the same core, for example, 
50/125 with another 50/125 FOC.

Mechanical splice involves join-
ing two similar cables inside a tight 
hollow tube and then bonding them 
together using chemical adhesives. 
this may sound simple but the pro-
cess starts with cleaving (cutting) the 
two FOC perfectly flat and perpen-

dicular to the axis of the fiber so that 
the ends are perfect round planes so 
perfect mating of the two surfaces 
can occur. Keep in mind that we are 
working with Fo strands the size of 
human hair!

possible splice and uses a very ex-
pensive piece of equipment that not 
even all outside plant Foc contractor 
own one and would resort to renting 
one when the time to splice comes 
up in a project.

 Fiber optic transmission is 
nothing new. it has been in use since 
the 70s. telcoS and catv com-
panies are already using them for 
distribution in the backbone portion 
of their transmission system. recent 
technology such as the FaSt connec-
tors and the drop in the price of Foc 
has seen the use of Foc up to the 
end user part in Fttx such as Fiber-
to-the-home internet service. PlDt 
uses Fttx for lesae lines higher than 
4mbps and ‘DSl” service of the same 
speed in selected areas. 

the cost of Foc implementa-
tion makes it prohibitive for current 
widespread use. this is proven by 
the fact that you can count on one 
hand the vendors selling Foc in 
tipidPc and they don’t seem to have 
clients. 

Foc training is similarly rare. 
training seems to happen only when 
you become employed by Fo con-
tractors. there is commercial train-
ing available at tipidPc and those 
interested may clamor for more ses-
sion. but if we base interest in Fiber 
optic among tipidPc members on 
the current survey, Foc isn’t among 
the more popular topics of interest.

Premises wiring for Foc cable is 
a promising field a TipidPC member 
can go into and you can go into this 
field alone without much logistics. I 
am living proof of this fact. i stud-
ied, entered into a wiring contract, 
conducted the project as the sole 
technical staff and; with the help of 
my kids and a few manual laborers, i 
completed the project 

Sipag at tiyaga lang mga bro! 
i’m always here to help you should 
you need it. 

Fusion Splice is the process of 
fusion welding two Focs so they 
become one glass. this is the best 
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